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Dramatics is the only magazine that’s created 
for theatre teachers and students to use together, 
and now you can bring it into your classroom 
for a very affordable group subscription rate. 
Every month during the school year, Dramatics 
brings you and your students powerful material 
for the theatre classroom. Practical articles on 
every aspect of making theatre. Short plays that 
are perfect for classroom scenework. Advice 
to students from working professionals. And 
of course our annual College Theatre Issue 
and Summer Theatre Directory. Dramatics is 
the essential magazine for high school theatre 
students.

You can get Dramatics classroom sets for $12 per 
subscription when you order ten or more copies.  
 

Classroom set subscriptions begin in 
September and run through the May issue, and 
are shipped in bulk to your school address at the 
beginning of each month. 

Terms: To qualify for this special rate, you must 
order a minimum of ten subscriptions shipped 
to the same address. This offer is available only 
to addresses in the United States and Canada. 
Payment must be in U.S. funds. Canadian 
subscribers, please add $5 U.S. per subscription to 
cover additional shipping costs.

Order form
Name:  School/Company:

Address:  City:           State/province:

Zip or postal code:                           Country:

Email address:  Daytime telephone:

Your subscriptions will begin with the September 2015 issue and end with the May 2016 issue. 
    
 Number of subscriptions              x $12 per subscription (minimum of ten subscriptions at this rate) =
 If this order ships to Canada, add $5 per subscription for international shipping              x $5 =  
 Total payment  
Payment
❏ Check enclosed (U.S. funds only)   ❏ School purchase order enclosed   
❏ Credit card:   ❏ MasterCard   ❏ Visa   ❏ Diners Club   ❏ American Express

Name on card:       Signature:

Credit card billing address:      

Account number:          Exp. date: 

Mail to: Dramatics, PO Box 645084, Cincinnati, OH 45264-5084 or fax credit card order to 513.421.7055.

CTLG15

CID/Card code:
(AmEx 4-digits; all others 3)

Get Dramatics 
for your classroom
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450554THE SCENE STUDY BOOK

BY BRUCE MILLER
This book is a practical, step-by-step guide that 
covers the entire scene study process, from the 
analysis of basic story structure, including conflict 
and story arc, to making choices about physical 
and psychological action. Included are chapters on 
selecting scenes, partnering, and scoring a script, 
along with a first-rate list of contemporary scenes 
to use. The Scene Study Book explores the process 

of scene work, from first read-through to blocking to taking 
notes and using them effectively. It addresses what to look for 
in a class, in a teacher, and in a partner. 168 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.99

450518 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS 2 

TEACHER’S GUIDE

BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN
A sequel edition to Zimmerman’s Introduction 
to Theatre Arts, this book continues to make 
teaching theatre arts easy and fun. It contains 
sample scripts and scoring rubrics. Topics 
covered include: the valuable theatre program, 
theatre for unique learners, theatre for students 
learning a new language, and guides and helpers 
for everything. 375 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450519 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS 2 

STUDENT HANDBOOK

BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN
The student companion to Introduction to 
Theatre Arts 2, this book has enough material 
for students to study throughout the year. Study 
units include activities for movement, voice, 
script-writing, and more. 255 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450342 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS

TEACHER’S GUIDE 

BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN
This teacher’s edition to the Introduction 
to Theatre Arts Student Handbook makes 
teaching class easy and fun. It includes lesson 
plans, a weekly calendar, a survival guide 
for a substitute, poster ideas, evaluation 
forms, hand-outs, planning materials for 
fundraising events, and awards. More teaching 
assistance than you’ll ever need. 356 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450341 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS 

STUDENT HANDBOOK 

BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN
A student-friendly handbook with study units 
for a year of classroom drama activities. The 
entire spectrum of theatre is covered in ten 
sections: Getting Started, Evaluation, Scene 
Work, Acting, Characterization, Publicity and 
Other Production Business, Play Production, 
Theatre History, Games and Improvisation, and 
Planning for the Future. All units are complete 
with detailed instructions, examples, working 

forms, and photo illustrations. Students learn the basics of 
theatre history, play production, performing, and how to 
find a career in theatre. 240 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450464 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF THEATRE

BY MARSH CASSADY
This comprehensive text is written by a playwright, 
actor, and director. Three major sections focus on 
theories of drama, structure, style, and genre; the 
roles of the playwright, director, actors, designers, 
and supporting artists; and a survey of theatre 
history. Order one for each student. Teacher’s guide 
sold separately. 355 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $24.50

REGULAR PRICE: $26.95 

450465 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF THEATRE

TEACHER’S GUIDE

BY MARSH CASSADY
For each chapter of Cassady’s textbook, this 
manual provides the general learning goal, along 
with key concepts, additional information, further 
reading, group discussion topics, activities and 
suggested exam questions with an answer key. 
115 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95 

forms and

ofof sscecenene

450496 GUIDE TO GETTING ARTS GRANTS

BY ELLEN LIBERATORI
Artists and arts groups will find all they need to 
know to support themselves through grants and 
special projects. This expert guide, written by an 
insider who has been on both the grant-making 
and the grant-writing side of the arts, shows 
readers how to assess their personal strengths 
and set goals to pursue their dreams. Hands-on 
examples and how-to exercises are provided 
for every situation. Online resources, tips on 
portfolio and personal prep, and information 

about the inner workings of boards and how to handle the 
yes, the no, and the maybe make this the complete guide to 
getting that arts grant. 272 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

ORDER ONLINE AT 
schooltheatre.org/store
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450538 PAGE TO STAGE: PLAYS FROM CLASSIC

LITERATURE—TEACHER'S GUIDE

BY PERFECTION LEARNING
The Page to Stage teacher's guide includes: plot 
summaries, teaching suggestions and responses 
for all student activities and discussion 
questions, tips for helping students perform the 
play, media resources, including Internet sites 
and play quizzes and answer keys. 82 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $25.25

REGULAR PRICE: $27.95

450539 PAGE TO STAGE: PLAYS FROM CLASSIC

LITERATURE—STUDENT HANDBOOK

BY PERFECTION LEARNING
Page to Stage is a breakthrough approach to 
literature study that uses drama as a means 
to provide students with a deeper, richer 
understanding of a text. The plays can also be 
presented as informal classroom productions. 
Both literature and drama teachers alike will 
relish the enjoyment their students will have 
with this collection! 464 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $26.00

REGULAR PRICE: $28.95

450432 THE TEACHER’S GUIDE TO WINNING GRANTS 

BY DAVID G. BAUER
This step-by-step guide takes the guesswork 
out of grant seeking. Based on time-proven 
techniques and useful strategies, the guide shows 
teachers how to obtain the inside information 
needed to seek funds and move their schools in 
the direction they want. 150 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $35.00

REGULAR PRICE: $39.00

450454 TRAINING OF THE AMERICAN ACTOR

EDITED BY ARTHUR BARTOW
Given the perceived mystery of how the various 
theatre techniques actually function to develop 
the actor, it is extremely useful to have a single 
volume that describes each of the 10 included 
disciplines side-by-side. This comprehensive 
study distinguishes one system from another, 
discussing how they overlap and relating how 
each theory originated. A great multi-disciplinary 
overview for all teachers. 281 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $17.25

REGULAR PRICE: $18.95

450561 STAGECRAFT 1—TEXTBOOK

BY WILLIAM H. LORD
Nineteen chapters including all the fundamentals 
of backstage work – all the tools and the 
language which apply to any theatre operation. 
This stagecraft text is loaded with photographs, 
illustrations and diagrams of the text material. 
The what, when and why of stagecraft. 176 
pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450562 STAGECRAFT 1—TEACHER’S GUIDE

BY WILLIAM H. LORD
Includes all the student workbook pages with the general 
answers filled in and answers to the crossword puzzles. 
Also includes copyright approval (to make overhead 
transparencies) along with a CD-ROM with quizzes, tests, 
exams and student workbook information.76 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450563 STAGECRAFT 1—STUDENT WORKBOOK

BY WILLIAM H. LORD
A saddle-stitched 8½" x 11" book drilled for insertion 
into a three-hole notebook binder. Includes 68 pages for 
structured note-taking. Worksheets contain 23 crossword 
puzzles and illustrations. 
MEMBER PRICE: $7.25

REGULAR PRICE: $7.95

THE POINT.CLICK.TEACH. SERIES

BY KAREN BAKER
A full year of curriculum support materials—lesson plans, 
worksheets, assignments, handouts, tests, and rubrics. The files 
are in Rich Text Format, which is compatible with Windows or 
Mac operating systems, and you can copy them to your hard drive 
and then modify them to suit your needs. The publisher grants 
permission to copy handouts for your students. Developed by a 
twenty-five-year veteran teacher of theatre and speech. 

450483 HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE ARTS I 

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00

450484 HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE ARTS II 

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00

450485 HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE ARTS III  

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00

450529 HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE ARTS IV  

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00

450608THE POINT. CLICK. TEACH. 

HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE ARTS BUNDLE

BY KAREN BAKER
Get all four years of The Point.Click.Teach Series on 

one convenient flash drive and save more 
than $40 compared to purchasing each disc 
individually.
MEMBER PRICE: $297.00

REGULAR PRICE: $330.00
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450328 THE ULTIMATE IMPROV BOOK 

BY EDWARD J. NEVRAUMONT AND 
NICHOLAS P. HANSON

Learn the “who, what, when, why, and how” of 
comedy improvisation with this complete improv 
curriculum program divided into twenty-four 
class-length units. This book covers what improv 
is and how to create an improv team; basic rules, 
physicalization, characterization, teamwork, use 
of suggestion, etc.; who, what, and how to make 
improv structures; and hints and tips for evaluating 
performance and putting on a show. Unlike other 

improv books, it provides the tools to start an improv team 
or club at your school. Includes a lesson plan and a unique 
section that shows how to structure and create your own new 
improv games. 280 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450444 WHAT ARE YOU LAUGHING AT?

BY BRAD SCHREIBER
The definitive book on how to “write funny.” 
Schreiber uses principles from his UCLA program and 
CBS Studio City seminars and includes more than 70 
excerpts from top authors and screenwriters. Includes 
unique writing exercises developed exclusively for 
this book and vital information on writing comedy 
dialogue for TV, stage, and audio. 278 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450458 RESPECT FOR ACTING

BY UTA HAGEN WITH HASKEL FRANKEL
People have said that this timeless book is required 
reading for most theatre students. A great addition to 
anyone’s library. Hardback. 240 pages 
MEMBER PRICE: $20.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $21.95

450555 BLUMENFELD’S DICTIONARY OF ACTING AND 

SHOW BUSINESS

BY ROBERT BLUMENFELD
Robert Blumenfeld combines his expertise with 
meticulous research to present a work that is 
comprehensive and user-friendly. This complete 
reference book on the art, craft, and business of 
entertaining is a must-have for every fan, teacher, 
student, amateur, and professional. 377 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450264 THEATER GAMES FOR THE CLASSROOM: 

A TEACHER’S HANDBOOK 

BY VIOLA SPOLIN 
This best-selling book by Viola Spolin offers the 
most comprehensive theatre instruction for all types 
of students, from small children to young adults. 
It includes over 130 theatre games, plus exercises 
and instructional strategies that have been tested 
and tried for over fifty years. 233 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450429 YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS 101

BY JONATHAN DORF
This book will guide you through the playwriting process, 
from initial idea to submission. Created with young 
playwrights and those who teach them in mind, it’s a 
complete course, organized in easy-to-follow lessons 
and filled with practical exercises designed to hone your 
skills and get you writing better plays faster. Some of 
the topics covered: creating characters and conflict, 

the three-act structure and its alternatives, using punctuation 
to write better dialogue, and much more. 152 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450513 INTERACTIVE AND IMPROVISATIONAL DRAMA:

VARIETIES OF APPLIED THEATRE AND PERFORMANCE

EDITED BY ADAM BLATNER
Are you a drama student looking for other ways to 
practice in your field? Or do you teach drama students 
and want to enliven your lessons? In this book, thirty-
two innovators share their approaches to interactive 
and improvisational drama, applied theatre, 
and performance for education, therapy, recreation, 
community-building, and personal empowerment. 
There are approaches that do not require memorizing 
scripts or mounting expensive productions. This 
book shows that dramatic engagement should be 

recognized as addressing a far broader purpose. There are ways 
that are playful, and types of non-scripted drama in which the 
audience become co-actors. This book offers ways for participants 
to become more spontaneous and involved. 410 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $23.50

REGULAR PRICE: $25.95

the thr
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450415 THEATRE FOR COMMUNITY, CONFLICT & DIALOGUE 

BY MICHAEL ROHD
The first step forward in working with today’s  
youth is to create a dialogue, and that’s exactly  
what this book does. Beginning with warm-up  
exercises and bridging activities, the process 
moves forward to improvisational scenework,  
where students actually replace characters in 
the stories.  It is at this point that young people 
engage in their own mini-theatre and look at 
choices, strategies, and communication. 
176 pages   
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450543 THE SECOND CITY GUIDE TO IMPROV IN THE

CLASSROOM: USING IMPROVISATION TO TEACH 

SKILLS AND BOOST LEARNING

BY KATHERINE S. MCKNIGHT AND MARY SCRUGGS
Most people know The Second City as an 
innovative school for improvisation that 
has turned out leading talents such as Alan 
Arkin, Bill Murray, Stephen Colbert, and Tina 
Fey. Second City has also trained thousands 
of educators and students through its 
Improvisation for Creative Pedagogy program, 
which uses improv exercises to teach a wide 

variety of content areas and boost skills that are crucial 
for student learning: listening, teamwork, communication, 
idea-generation, vocabulary, and more.

  This book features exercises to teach a wide variety of 
subjects—including language arts, math, science, and 
social studies—as well as to build classroom community 
and develop cooperative learning skills. All of the lessons 
are linked to current national standards for the United 
States and Canada. 192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95 

450568 TRUSTING THE MOMENT: UNLOCKING

YOUR CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION

BY JEANNIE LINDHEIM, MFA
This valuable handbook presents a treasure 
trove of insights to help teachers increase 
cohesiveness and creativity; individually 
and with groups. Includes fifty unique exercises 
and explains the goal of each. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450451 THE STAGE PRODUCER’S BUSINESS 

AND LEGAL GUIDE 

BY CHARLES GRIPPO
Written by an attorney and playwright, this jargon-free 
guide is filled with proven advice on every aspect 
of theatre business and law. 243 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450650 NEW! NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS 

POSTER, DEVELOPED BY THE NATIONAL 

COALITION FOR CORE ARTS STANDARDS (NCASS)

The new National Core Arts Theatre Standards 
are now available for teachers to use in 
their classrooms at www.nationalstandards.org. 
The new standards articulate the PreK-12 drama/
theatre knowledge and skills that all students 
should know and know how to do throughout 
their education. EdTA’s 24" x 36" full-color 
two-sided poster lists all 280 standards on one 
side, and a comprehensive structural infographic 

on the other. It’s a great quick reference guide you 
can refer to when you’re building standards-based 
curriculum or advocating on behalf of your program to 
parents and administrators.
MEMBER PRICE: $6.00

REGULAR PRICE: $10.00

450514 BREAK A LEG: TIPS AND TRUISMS FOR A 

THEATRE TEACHER

BY GAI JONES
A great deal is learned by educators and 
students in the theatre and drama classroom. 
Do you remember stepping into the classroom 
for the first time? Do you wish there were a 
shortcut to learning what you know now? Is 
there still more to learn? Yes, there is. Read this 
book and you’ll nod your head and chuckle 
through the pages. 63 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.00

450537 RAISING THE CURTAIN: ACTIVITIES FOR THE

THEATRE ARTS CLASSROOM

BY GAI JONES
Written for the theatre arts instructor, Raising 
the Curtain features hundreds of hands-on, on-
your-feet activities for the novice to advanced 
theatre student. 402 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $45.00

REGULAR PRICE: $49.95

450482 UTA HAGEN’S ACTING CLASS (2-DVD SET)

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY PENNIE DUPONT
AND KAREN LUDWIG

Uta Hagen, who was awarded a National Medal 
of the Arts two years before her death in 2004, was 
one of the most influential acting teachers of her 
generation. Her students included Matthew 
Broderick, Jason Robards, Sigourney Weaver, 
Robert De Niro, and Al Pacino, among many others. 
These DVDs, edited from nearly two hundred hours 
of recorded classes, put you and your students 
in the front row in her studio. “Will watching 

this video make you a better actor, director, or teacher?” 
asks former student David Hyde Pierce. “Yes, yes, and yes.” 
MEMBER PRICE: $36.00

REGULAR PRICE: $39.95
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Process Components 
are verbs that describe the actions artist-learners 
do to complete a task in each grade-by-grade  
sequence of the theatre standards.

Artistic Literacy 
is defined by the Philosophical  
Foundations, Lifelong Learning Goals,  
Performance Standards, Essential  

Questions,  
and Enduring  
Understandings.

Enduring  
Understandings 
and Essential 
Questions 
state theatre’s “big ideas”  
or important understandings,  
why they’re worth learning  
and studying, and  
provoke inquiry.  
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Artistic Processess 
are the way the brain and body make art and define the 
link between art making and the learner. 

N A T I O N A L  C O R E  A R T S  T H E A T R E  S T A N D A R D S
Promoting quality  arts  education for  al l  s tudents

A r t s  s t a n d a r d s  c r e a t e  a  p a t h w a y  t o  q u a l i t y  a r t s  l e a r n i n g  a n d  t e a c h i n g ;  
p r e p a r e  s t u d e n t s  f o r  c o l l e g e  a n d  c a r e e r ;  a n d  a f f i r m  t h e  a r t s  a s  a  c o r e  a c a d e m i c  s u b j e c t 

222222

PERFORMING:
Realizing artistic 
ideas and work 
through interpretation 
and presentation. 

CONNECTING:
Relating artistic ideas 
and work with personal 
meaning and 
external context.

CREATING: 
Conceiving 

and developing 
new artistic ideas 

and work.

RESPONDING:
Understanding and 

evaluating how 
the arts convey 

meaning.

Anchor 
Standards 
encompass what every 
student should know 
and know how to do  
as a result of their arts 
education and are the 
tangible expression  
of artistic literacy. 33

Grade-by-Grade  
Performance  
Standards 
in PreK-8 and at the three high school 
levels of proficient, accomplished,  
and advanced, articulate student 
achievement in theatre and other  
arts and translate the standards  
into measureable goals. 

Model  

Assessments
at the benchmark grades of 2, 
5, 8 and the three high school 
levels (proficient, accomplished, 
advanced) are examples of  
the type of evidence needed  
to show attainment of 
learning reflected in the  
performance standards.

Web-Based 24/7 Tools 
(www.nationalartsstandards.org) 
allow users to create customizable standards 
“handbooks” that reflect teaching and learning 
needs and will evolve into a growing archive  
of standards resources, including  
benchmarked student work, sample  
curricula, assessments, research, and  
other instructional support resources.

 
 

National Coalition for Core Arts Standards 
 

Theatre Model Cornerstone Assessment: HS Advanced III 
 

Discipline: Theatre 
Artistic Processes: Performing, Creating, Connecting, Responding 
Title: Play Performance  
 
Description: Students will analyze the text a full length scripted play to create a believable, sustainable character for performance before an 
audience. Using proper rehearsal etiquette and process students will memorize lines, embody blocking and business given by the director, and 
interpret motivations to create a believable and sustainable character. Students will build truthful relationships with other characters on stage to 
create an ensemble. Reflecting on the reaction of the audience and personal reactions students will revise for future performances.  

Grade: High School Advanced 
In this MCA you will find: (mark all that apply) 

Strategies for Embedding in 
Instruction 

 Detailed Assessment 
Procedures 

 Knowledge, Skills and 
Vocabulary 

 Differentiation Strategies 

 Strategies for Inclusion 

 Suggested Scoring Devices 

 Task Specific Rubrics 

 Resources needed for 
task implementation 

 Assessment Focus Chart  Benchmarked Student 
Work 

 
 
Estimate Time for Teaching and Assessment: (mark the appropriate box) 
(Note: This task will be piloted during the 2014-2015 school year. Once piloted, the estimated time may be revised. If a time is 
entered below, it is to assist teachers for planning purposes. If a time is not entered, the developers recognize the task has many 
purposes and implementation strategies and times are highly teacher dependent. In all cases, time estimates are to be used as a 
guideline.) 
 

 Approximately 50-80 hours  To be determined by the individual teacher 
  
 1 

1 
  

 
 

 
National Core Arts Standards:  

A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning 
This narrative document outlines the philosophy, primary goals, dynamic processes, 
structures, and outcomes that shape student learning and achievement in dance, media arts, 
music, theatre, and visual arts, as articulated in the National Core Arts Standards. To view 
the National Core Arts Standards go to www.nationalartsstandards.org.  

CONTENTS 

Foreword: Understanding and Using the Core Arts Standards.................2 
The Context for Arts Education 
 Education in the United States 

Arts standards in America 
 International arts standards 

The standards process today 
 

Section I: The National Core Arts Standards…………………………….......8 
The National Core Arts Standards Matrix 
Philosophical foundations and lifelong goals 
Artistic process by each arts discipline 
Process components, anchor standards and performance standards 
Enduring understandings and essential questions 
Model cornerstone assessments  
 

Section II: Establishing Principles and Informing the Work..…………...17 
Foundations for Artistic Literacy 
 What it means to be artistically literate 
 
Arts Success and Achievement through Creative Practices..…………………..…….18 
 The role of creative practices 
 Contextual awareness 
 21st century skills 
 
Section III: Research-based Discoveries..…………………..………………….23
   
Section IV: Concluding Thoughts: Re-imagined Core Arts Standards  
for America’s Schools..…………………………………………….………..……...25 
 
Appendix A: High School Proficiency Levels………………………….……..26 
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SHAKESPEARE-IENCE SERIES

BY ROBERT STRICKLAND
No matter how you teach Shakespeare, you can re-energize your 
curriculum with these all-new unabridged versions of the Bard’s 
work. Incorporating the best teaching practices, Shakespeare-ience 
will help your students master the Bard’s language and deepen their 
understanding of the characters and events in the play.
Shakespeare-ience presents two different teaching objectives:
1. A literary-based study with easy-to-follow side glosses that make text 
accessible; background notes throughout to keep students interested; 
page-by-page plot summaries to aid comprehension; and questions 
to focus on critical analysis.
2. A performance-based study with speaking, listening, writing, and 
reading activities to provide a balanced literacy experience; personas 
created by each student to keep everyone in the class involved; pre-
scene improvisations to help connect the students’ world and the 
world of the play; and abundant pre- and during-play suggestions to 
help with character motivation.

450531 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

JULIUS CAESAR TEACHER’S GUIDE

MEMBER PRICE: $20.00

REGULAR PRICE: $21.95

450532 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

JULIUS CAESAR STUDENT BOOK

MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95 

450533 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

MACBETH TEACHER’S GUIDE

MEMBER PRICE: $20.00

REGULAR PRICE: $21.95

450534 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

MACBETH STUDENT BOOK

MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450535 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

ROMEO AND JULIET TEACHER’S GUIDE

MEMBER PRICE: $20.00

REGULAR PRICE: $21.95

450536 SHAKESPEARE-IENCE: 

ROMEO AND JULIET STUDENT BOOK

MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

SHAKESPEARE ON THE DOUBLE! SERIES

BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE  
MARY ELLEN SNODGRASS, TRANSLATOR
End your struggle with the Bard’s prose and appreciate his work 
the way it was written as well as how it would be written today. 
This series features an easy-to-understand modern English version 
alongside the original Shakespearean text so that you can read only 
the translation, read the translation with the original text, or tackle the 
original text, referring to the translation only when you’re stumped. 
A comprehensive character list describes the traits of each major 
character, a visual map depicts relationships, and review questions 
reinforce important information so you won’t miss the action.

450520 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM 160 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $8.25

REGULAR PRICE: $8.99

450521 OTHELLO 264 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $8.25

REGULAR PRICE: $8.99

450522 THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 199 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $12.75

REGULAR PRICE: $13.99

450523 TWELFTH NIGHT 181 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $8.25

REGULAR PRICE: $8.99 

450618 TO PLAY OR NOT TO PLAY: 50 GAMES FOR 

ACTING SHAKESPEARE

BY MARTIN JAGO
Actor, director, author, and acting coach Martin 
Jago imagines Shakespeare as another country 
where English is spoken, but with its own 
regional differences. “Martin Jago’s approach is 
clear, understandable, and, most of all, fun. His 
exercises and games provide a process to demystify 
and explain dialogue that is often viewed as 
insurmountable to teens…This book is an excellent 
resource for those who are serious about the craft of 

acting.” – Lois Hunter, Theatre Department Chair, Los Angeles 
County High School for the Arts. 170 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50
REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

BY MART
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A COMMUNITY SHAKESPEARE COMPANY EDITION SERIES

ORIGINAL VERSE ADAPTATIONS BY RICHARD CARTER
Community Shakespeare Company Editions make Shakespeare’s 
plays instantly accessible to everyone, from children through 
Shakespeare-shy adults. These unique performance scripts, 
developed in a youth theatre company, inspire student actors and 
captivate their audiences. Award-winning playwright Richard Carter 
delivers the best of the Bard in original verse adaptation. This series 
represents a dynamic model that can be used in schools, clubs, 
camps, and communities worldwide.

450524 AS YOU LIKE IT 90 pages
450525 THE COMEDY OF ERRORS 76 pages
450526THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 76 pages
450527 THE TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA 80 pages
450528 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM 72 pages
450548 MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING 96 pages
450629TWELFTH NIGHT 90 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $9.00 PER BOOK

REGULAR PRICE: $9.95 PER BOOK

450248 SCENES FROM SHAKESPEARE: FIFTEEN CUTTINGS

FOR THE CLASSROOM

BY MICHAEL WILSON
Now students are able to easily study a variety of 
Shakespeare’s works and come to a more complete 
understanding of the world’s most famous playwright. 
Only scenes with small casts are included along with 
character descriptions and plot synopsis so that actors 
will understand the setting and motivation of 
the characters. All scenes are between fifteen and 
twenty-five minutes in length and are ideal 

for classroom performance or for auditions and acting 
workshops. This book features scenes from Romeo and Juliet, 
The Merchant of Venice, Othello, Julius Caesar, and Hamlet.
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450249 MORE SCENES FROM SHAKESPEARE: TWENTY

CUTTINGS FOR ACTING AND DIRECTING PRACTICE

BY MICHAEL WILSON
A better way to get students excited about acting 
Shakespeare. Breaking Shakespeare’s plays into small, 
workable scenes improves students’ interest, 
enthusiasm, and performance. Each scene contains 
between two and seven characters and is between five 
and twenty minutes in length. Each scene is preceded 
by a synopsis of what has happened and a list of 
characters. Includes: Macbeth, Much Ado About 
Nothing, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, King Lear, 

As You Like It, and The Taming of the Shrew.
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

THE DRAMA GAME FILE SECOND EDITION

BY JONAS BASOM
Inspire creative expression for you and your students and master 
the art of teaching and learning through drama games with the 
2nd edition of The Drama Game File. 

The CD-ROM contains the complete curriculum (equal to a 500 page 
teacher’s manual). Point-and-click links take the teacher or substitute 
to 101 printable lesson plans, posters, and print-and-cut cards for 
character work, improvisation, and theatre vocabulary. Easily plan 
lessons or units with the extensive cross-indexing by 22 drama skills, 
20 theatre arts categories, 11 school subjects, and 8 multiple intelligences. 
Based on the national standards, the CD includes detailed teaching 
strategies for arts assessment and a complete classroom management 
system to maximize student creativity and focus. 

The Companion Book contains the 219 printable pages (roughly 
half of the material) from the CD-ROM with 10 plastic tabs, a CD 
sleeve for safe storage and travel, and bonus material not included 
on the CD.

The Character Cards Box Set contains the 644 standards-based 
vocabulary cards from the CD-ROM produced as larger color-coded 
cards with tabs and 50 activity ideas. The cards provide instant starting 
ideas and details for improvisation, storytelling, mime, playwriting, and 
character development. Explore seven categories including occupations, 
emotions, personalities, mannerisms, what (activities), where (locations), 
and theatre arts terms. The large print makes the cards readable from 
across the room, yet the 3" x 5" size is small enough to comfortably 
hold in hand while leading a game.

450549 THE DRAMA GAME FILE COMPLETE KIT 

(CD/BOOK/CARDS)

MEMBER PRICE: $171.00

REGULAR PRICE: $189.95

450452 THE DRAMA GAME FILE CD-ROM 

MEMBER PRICE: $86.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00

for clas
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450359 THE MASTERY OF MIMODRAME 

(DVD WITH WORKBOOK)

FEATURING TODD AND MARILYN FARLEY
These international mime artists, trained in Paris by Marcel 
Marceau, have taught mime workshops around the world. 
Their DVD and workbook program presents a comprehensive 
series of mime exercises for student practice and review. Each 
technique is explained step by step in the illustrated book 
and shown clearly and slowly on the video. Some techniques 
include Body Positioning (feet and hand isolations, forward, 
backward, and side inclinations), Communicating with the 
Body (chest, feet, head, hands, pelvis, waist), and The Living 
Character (breath, transfer of weight, rhythm, the stop, the seed, 
the robot). Also includes the techniques of creating an illusion, 
object identification, and gestural coloration and decoloration. 
55-minute DVD with workbook
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450358 THE MASTERY OF MIMODRAME 

(EXTRA WORKBOOKS)

MEMBER PRICE: $5.50

REGULAR PRICE: $5.95

450357 THE ART OF MIME (DVD)

BY DR. E. REID GILBERT AND ROBIN PYLE
This internationally known mime explains and 
demonstrates the principles of three mime forms: 
Illusion Pantomime, Corporeal Mime, and Mime 
and Masks. Performing with another mime, Dr. 
Gilbert demonstrates the action of opposing 
forces, positive and negative space, and how to 
transpose one reality into another. Using an illusion 
pantomime, “The Wall,” he explains energy and 
resistance, points in space, and respect for shape 

and form. An excellent introductory teaching tool to help 
a student see the discipline, technique, and celebration 
required to center a mime artist’s performance. 
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450624  THE ACTOR AS STORYTELLER:  

AN INTRODUCTION TO ACTING  

BY BRUCE MILLER 
The Actor as Storyteller opens with an overview, 
explaining the differences between theater and its 
hybrid mediums. It moves on to the acting craft 
itself, with a special emphasis on analysis and 
choice-making, introducing the concept of the 
actor as storyteller. Next, it details the process of 
preparing for scene work and rehearsals, complete 
with a working plan for using those tools. The 

book concludes with a discussion of mental preparation, 
suggestions for auditioning, a process for rehearsing a play, 
and an overview of the realities of show business. Includes 
a detailed examination of script analysis, sample script with 
notations and more. 320 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.99 

450627 THE DRAMA TEACHER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE #2

BY MARGARET F. JOHNSON
This companion to the first survival guide, which dealt 
with directing, covers every aspect of classroom theatre 
arts. Students will learn group activities, improvisation, 
technical theatre, choral reading, mime, stage fighting 
and more. The book includes a step-by-step 10-day 
assignment using monologues for character development 
and a unit that teaches students how to write their own 
show. Reproducible forms, tests, and handouts are also 

provided together with a list of additional resources. 184 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450621 PLAYWRITING: BRIEF AND BRILLIANT

JULIE JENSEN
Succinct and thorough, this book will guide you 
through the basics of dialogue, character, and 
plot. It gives tips for getting past writer’s block, 
and it provides practical advice on marketing 
your play. A perfect way to begin your work. 
An excellent companion along the way. An 
invaluable guide to rewriting. 128 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450631 DOROTHY HEATHCOTE: 

DRAMA AS A LEARNING MEDIUM

BY BETTY JANE WAGNER
This edition of Betty Jane Wagner’s seminal work 
will be welcomed by drama educators throughout 
the English-speaking world. Until the publication 
in 1976 of Dorothy Heathcote: Drama as a 
Learning Medium, Heathcote’s techniques lacked 
full explanation. Wagner’s book gives us a close-up 
detailing of this gifted, dynamic teacher in a variety of 
classroom settings, along with analyses of Heathcote’s 

remarkable improvisations with young people. Wagner’s goal 
is to share with teachers how they, using Heathcote’s methods, 
can generate significant learning experiences. 280 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $35.00

REGULAR PRICE: $38.75
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450657 NEW! IMPROV IDEAS 2: A NEW BOOK OF GAMES 

AND LISTS FOR THE CLASSROOM AND BEYOND

BY JUSTINE JONES AND MARY ANN KELLEY
Classroom tested and proven to be intellectually 
stimulating and creatively successful. Not a new 
volume of the original, this book presents a new 
set of improv ideas along with lists to help get 
the brain waves flowing. 163 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $20.75

REGULAR PRICE: $22.95

450378 IMPROV FOR ACTORS 

BY DAN DIGGLES 
This step-by-step guide offers actors, acting 
students, and acting teachers the definitive steps 
for using improvisation to build practical acting 
skills. With its twenty-eight innovative lessons—
each of which includes warm-up routines, points 
of concentration, and improvisation exercises—
this volume offers insights to thinking and reacting 
with fluidity, developing a greater awareness of 
fellow actors, becoming a good ensemble player, 

using the voice and body as effective tools of storytelling, 
exploring a character’s social status, and much more. Actors 
will be able to take a fresh, original approach to classic 
characters, give funnier performances in farce and comedy, 
and make dramatic characters richer and more believable. 
224 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450327 GROUP IMPROVISATION: THE MANUAL

OF ENSEMBLE IMPROV GAMES 

BY PETER GWINN 
Peter Gwinn and his colleagues at the 
ImprovOlympic Theatre in Chicago have 
developed “The Group Mind” to create a new 
awareness in the mind and spirit of any group or 
team. “The Group Mind” is created by a synergy 
among improv participants. It’s the feeling of 
being part of a greater entity, a sense of excitement, 
belonging, and importance that takes teamwork to 

a new level. Over forty improv games are included 
for developing group chemistry: creation, bonding, dynamics, 
energy, focus, and more. Techniques are discussed 
for breaking the ice, agreement, listening and support, 
teamwork, quick thinking, and having fun. 104 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450260 THEATER GAME FILE

BY VIOLA SPOLIN
In the Theater Game File, theatre games 
are presented as self-contained classroom 
activities on separate cards in a convenient 
file box. Teachers and students alike with 
no prior training or theatre experience can 
play theatre games in the classroom with 
benefit to all. Features include: over two-

hundred color-coded cards, games for students of all ages and 
levels of experience, and a seventy page handbook. 
MEMBER PRICE: $63.00

REGULAR PRICE: $70.00

450438 112 ACTING GAMES

BY GAVIN LEVY
A comprehensive collection of performance-
tested theatre games for learning acting skills. 
Divided into 20 categories like Observation, 
Body Awareness, Action and Reaction, 
Knowing Your Objectives, and Nonverbal 
Communications, each exercise offers a 
practical benefit for actors. 237 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450440 IMPROV IDEAS—A BOOK OF GAMES AND LISTS

(WITH CD)

BY JUSTINE JONES AND MARY ANN KELLEY
Cross-referenced many ways, each activity 
in this compilation quickly shows the Space 
Prep, Player Prep, and Performance Time. 
The book includes huge lists of examples 
and invaluable “side coaching” ideas. The CD 
contains every list in the book in printable 
PDF format for convenience. 197 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450570 SO YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY? 

A STUDENTS' GUIDE TO IMPROV COMEDY

BY THE IMMEDIATE GRATIFICATION PLAYERS 
Anyone can do improvisational comedy—all 
you need is a sense of humor and a touch 
of fearlessness. From honing the skills of 
the craft to presenting your comedy onstage, 
this book takes you through every step of 
the process on your journey from improv 
nobody to improve hero. (The Immediate 
Gratification Players have created the only 
book about improvisational comedy aimed 
directly at students—written from a student's 
perspective. With a hilarious outlook and 

treasure trove of tips and techniques, this book will make 
you laugh as you learn). 176 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

No returns of EdTA resources except damaged goods.  

No cash refunds. 

No returns after 30 days.  

Prices subject to change without notice.
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450651 NEW! THE STUDENT ACTOR PREPARES

BY GAI JONES
A practical, interactive approach to a student actor’s 
journey. Each chapter includes acting principles, their 
importance to the process, and workbook entries for 
emotional work, script analysis, and applications to the 
study of theatre. Topics include how the study of acting 
can be an advantage in numerous occupations, discovery 
of emotional work, vocal practices, script analysis, audition 
information and much more. 429 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $43.00

REGULAR PRICE: $48.00

450653 NEW! THE COMPLETE TIPS: IDEAS FOR ACTORS

BY JON JORY
Presented in this book are 507 tips, including the way 
to set up a laugh, the use of opposites, a clear definition 
of “actions,” how to use a “breath score,” and even how 
to react if you’re fired. It’s like having an acting coach 
on your book shelf. 235 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450352 THE STANISLAVSKY SECRET

BY IRINA AND IGOR LEVIN
Everyone in theatre knows the name, but only a 
few know Stanislavsky’s last work. He died before 
committing any of his final discoveries to print. 
Now the book, The Stanislavsky Secret, summarizes 
these last concepts in an orderly text for teachers 
and students. In six comprehensive chapters, the 
authors reveal Stanislavsky’s method to help actors 
transform themselves into believable and fascinating 
stage characters. 112 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450380 MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS 

EDITED BY NICOLE POTTER 
This rich resource explains movement disciplines and 
why the skills involved are valuable to performers. It also 
provides ready-to-use exercises and approaches for 
actors. Experts in a wide array of performance fields 
provide remarkable insight into the Alexander technique, 
the use of psychological gesture, period movement, 
the work of Rudolph Laban, postmodern choreography, 
and Suzuki training, to name a few. 288 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450291 NOTES ON DIRECTING

BY FRANK HAUSER AND RUSSELL REICH
Essential for theatre teachers and their students, 
Notes on Directing is being hailed as an “instant 
classic” and the new Strunk and White of the theatre. 
The book collects decades of wisdom from famed 
British director Frank Hauser and New York director 
and writer Russell Reich. More than a how-to book, 
it is an invaluable tool for directors looking to 
better translate the page to the stage. 160 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450367 DIRECTING FOR THE STAGE: A WORKSHOP GUIDE

OF 42 CREATIVE TRAINING EXERCISES AND PROJECTS 

BY TERRY JOHN CONVERSE
The forty-two exercises detailed in this comprehensive  
guide provide both the instructor and the student 
with a user-friendly workshop structure. It may be 
used for both beginning and advanced courses of 
directing for theatre. The basic concepts of directing 
are learned progressively. The approach is totally 
experiential—the student discovers the demands and 
problems of directing by actually doing it step by 

step. The student’s own directing style emerges with each 
exercise. Creativity and confidence-building are the central 
benefits of this excellent workshop text. It is the only text that 
combines theory with active student participation. 328 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $23.50

REGULAR PRICE: $25.95

450366 THE DIRECTOR’S EYE 

BY JOHN AHART
Can a theatre textbook be both inspirational and 
informative? Yes! This holistic book on directing 
and acting does it all. Students will keep it as a 
lifelong career reference on how to make things 
work. Written subjectively, it’s based on nearly 
a half-century of teaching and directing. Thirty-
five chapters in seven sections with assignments 
and convenient summaries make it a complete 
semester course. It reveals how to jolt lagging 

imaginations into an ensemble of lively and involved 
performers. Adaptable for use by student directors and actors 
for secondary to graduate level. 360 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $23.50

REGULAR PRICE: $25.95

450383 CLUES TO ACTING SHAKESPEARE 2ND ED.

BY WESLEY VAN TASSEL
Through a series of inspiring, easy-to-follow 
exercises, an acclaimed director and drama coach 
shows both novice and experienced actors how 
to conquer the challenges of acting Shakespeare. 
Lessons cover all the skills needed for effective 
voice delivery: correct breathing, scansion, phrasing, 
and rhythm. For text analysis and character 
interpretation, both classical British training and 

American methods are explored. In addition to ongoing, long-
term practice exercises, the book offers a one-day brush-up 
section to address immediate concerns of working actors 
cast to play Shakespearean roles. 208 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $17.25

REGULAR PRICE: $18.95

450431 PLAY DIRECTOR’S SURVIVAL KIT

BY JAMES W. RODGERS AND  WANDA C. RODGERS
A complete guide to producing theatre in any 
school or community setting. The Kit takes 
you through every phase of play selection 
and production in six sections. Each section is 
complete with ready-to-use checklists, diagrams, 
and samples. 285 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95
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450418 ACTING: ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR THE

ACTOR, DIRECTOR, AND TEACHER

BY TERRY SCHREIBER WITH MARY BETH BARBER
An acting teacher and director of Broadway and 
Off-Broadway productions, Schreiber puts into 
writing what he teaches in his advanced classes for 
the benefit of his own students and future teachers 
who may want to apply in their own programs what 
they have learned with him. Readers are expected 
to have a strong foundation in the fundamentals of 

acting technique. The author addresses opening the actor’s 
instrument through relaxation, improving responsiveness 
through voice and body work, sharpening the five senses, 
using technique to build a performance, and much more. 
256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450466 THE DRAMA TEACHER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE

BY MARGARET F. JOHNSON
Margaret Johnson has collected the knowledge 
she accumulated during thirty-seven years 
of teaching drama into this 256 page book, 
which is subtitled “A Complete Tool Kit for 
Theatre Arts.” It’s basic enough to serve as a 
blueprint for teachers who are just starting 
out, but also filled with details and savvy 
production tips that veteran drama directors 
will find useful, too. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $20.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $22.95

450461 LET’S PUT ON A MUSICAL! REVISED 2ND ED.

BY PETER FILICHIA
This practical resource will guide your school, 
community, or professional theatre group to 
a musical that fits your budget, creative team, 
production capabilities, and audiences. Veteran 
theatre critic Peter Filichia profiles more than two 
hundred shows, from well-known Broadway hits 
to obscure gems, including seventy titles that are 
new to this edition. Each entry includes information 

on the story, best-known songs, musical requirements 
(including instrumentation), chorus and dance numbers, 
and staging, including sets, costumes, and props. 464 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450472 WILL POWER: HOW TO ACT SHAKESPEARE 

IN 21 DAYS 

BY JOHN BASIL WITH STEPHANIE GUNNING
John Basil, co-founder and producing artistic 
director of the American Globe Theatre, leads 
actors through a three-week rehearsal process, 
demystifying Shakespeare and showing 
them how to unlock the acting cues and 
stage directions embedded in the text. In the 
process, he guides them toward mastery of 
what he calls the seven Cs of acting: commitment,  
concentration, conditioning, control, confidence, 
courage, and clarity. 363 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450557 SWASHBUCKLING

BY RICHARD LANE
The performing arts today have never been 
more physical. Audiences demand realism—or 
at least the illusion of reality—in opera, plays, 
and film. Indeed, theatrical violence is even 
more demanding on stage since there is no “take 
two.” Sooner or later, all performers face the 
challenge of their first stage fight; how you rise 

to that occasion will help determine the applause you win. 
This book covers stage fighting techniques, swordplay,  
and other basics for an actor to give a dynamic and 
convincing performance as a stage combatant. 330 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $29.75

REGULAR PRICE: $32.99

450456 STAGE COMBAT: FISTICUFFS, STUNTS, 

AND SWORDPLAY FOR THEATER AND FILM

BY JENN ZUKO BOUGHN
This comprehensive guide covers everything actors, 
directors, choreographers, and teachers need to 
present safe, believable fights or comedic physicality. 
With more than 150 illustrations and easy-to-follow 
descriptions, Stage Combat shows performers how to 
stay out of harm’s way while electrifying audiences 
with authentic-looking conflicts. 200 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450457 AN ACTOR REHEARSES: WHAT TO DO WHEN AND WHY 

BY DAVID HLAVSA
This important new resource takes the actor step-
by-step through the rehearsal process, from the 
moment of casting to the final curtain. As with 
the development of any relationship, the formulation 
of a character needs time to evolve. You will learn 
how to work your way in by stages, developing 
your character from the outside, in. 187 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450318 THE ACTOR’S QUOTATION BOOK

SELECTED BY KATHRYN MARIE BILD
What is acting? How do you do it? Why do you do it? 
Can anybody do it? What is the most important thing 
an actor should know? Some of the finest actors, 
directors, screenwriters, producers, and acting 
coaches, such as Harrison Ford, Martin Scorsese, 
Tom Hanks, Robert Duval, and more answer these 
and other questions. 191 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $9.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $9.95

450619 DIRECTING PLAYS, DIRECTING PEOPLE

BY MARY B. ROBINSON
Written from a director’s perspective, this book is a 
vivid, engaging, personal journey through the process of 
making theatre. Award-winning director Mary B. Robinson 
shares her own experience and adds perspective from 
a number of actors, playwrights, designers, and stage 
managers with whom she has collaborated over 
the years. A book for all theatre lovers. 187 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95
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450473 SWORD FIGHTING: A MANUAL FOR ACTORS 

& DIRECTORS

BY KEITH DUCKLIN AND JOHN WALLER
This book is the product of thirty years of research 
and experimentation into traditional European martial 
arts and explores the best ways to go about creating 
realistic and exciting fight sequences for theatre, film, 
and television. 192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450453 ADVICE TO THE PLAYERS 

BY ROBERT LEWIS
Lewis calls on his vast range of experience to 
illuminate common problems and suggest means to 
solve them. The areas covered include: relaxation, 
body work, concentration, imagination, sensory 
perception, improvisation, and emotion. The author 
explains simply the vital elements of the actor’s craft, 
making this book an invaluable tool for the actor and 
also for the theatre enthusiast. 174 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450567 ACTOR’S ALCHEMY: FINDING THE GOLD 

IN THE SCRIPT

BY BRUCE MILLER
In this goldmine for young actors, Bruce Miller clearly 
and systematically teaches the process of script analysis. 
The successful actor is able to understand and 
communicate specifically what the playwright intended 
for the character. The ability to be “specific” in one’s 
acting choices requires more than just a general 
comprehension of the story. Miller’s book will help 
turn “acting” the character into “being” the character. 
224 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.99

450569 ACTING SOLO: ROADMAP TO SUCCESS

BY BRUCE MILLER 
In this follow-up book to The Scene Study Book, Bruce 
Miller addresses what aspects to work on, even when 
working alone, that will help you survive and grow as 
an actor. Acting Solo is a straightforward guide filled 
with useful information to help you master your craft, 
focusing on the things an actor can do solo. Analysis, 
memorization, learning how to take criticism, and 
finding the courage and persistence to move forward 

are all essential skills for an actor. This book addresses these 
and other issues facing actors, with specific advice on how to 
deal with these concerns. It includes chapters on monologues, 
preparing to sing for the stage, acting Shakespeare, and 
thinking critically. 200 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.99

ll

450622 THE SANFORD MEISNER APPROACH:

WORKBOOK-2 EMOTIONAL FREEDOM

BY LARRY SILVERBERG
In this new book, Silverberg demystifies the emotional 
demands of acting and leads the actor through a 
process aimed at tapping into and deepening his 
own emotional instrument. Not only will actors gain 
insight into the whole realm of the emotions, they will 
see very clearly the traps most actors fall into when 
it comes to “being emotional” on stage. A healthier 
and more effective way of working will be taught—a 

way of working which brings the actor powerful and unique 
creativity to every part. 116 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450623 MEISNER FOR TEENS: A LIFE OF TRUE ACTING

LARRY SILVERBERG
A perfect text for high school drama teachers, 
Silverberg provides clear and easy to understand 
instruction to guide young actors toward 
simple, meaningful, authentic and passionately 
alive ways of working. He speaks directly to 
the teenage actors, guiding them step-by-step 
through the demanding and thrilling exercises 
of the Meisner Approach. 221 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450620 TIPS: IDEAS FOR DIRECTORS

BY JON JORY
Until very recently, directing wisdom was passed 
on in the form of “tips”. Continuing this tradition, 
you will find them ranging from the way to set 
a scene to directing the actor on the way to 
laugh. The tips are clear, concise, evocative, and 
constructed to give you a better day in rehearsal 
and performance. A buffet of ways to improve 
immediately that you’ll refer to over and over 
again! 263 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25 

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450574 BARRIER-FREE THEATRE

BY SALLY BAILEY
Barrier-Free Theatre is a hands-on, comprehensive 
guide for making theatre arts accessible to children 
and adults with disabilities. This book explains 
in simple, non-technical language how to make 
accommodations for successful participation in 
creative drama, improvisation, puppetry, rehearsals 
for traditional plays, and development of new plays 
geared to participants’ strengths. Also highlighted are 
ways to use theatre arts as a tool to teach traditional 

classroom subjects, such as science, social studies, and 
language arts, as well as instruction in social interaction and 
other life skills. Actors will gain self-confidence, improve their 
communication skills, find new ways to express themselves, 
and work more effectively and creatively with others. 
512 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $32.50

REGULAR PRICE: $36.00
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ACTING WITH AN ACCENT

BY DAVID ALAN STERN, PH.D.
David Alan Stern has been teaching 
dialects to theatre students and 
actors, such as Liam Neeson, 
Edward James Olmos, Sally Field, 
Forrest Whitaker and many others, 
since 1980. Now you can teach the 
techniques that the professionals 
use to truly bring about an authentic 
performance with the Acting with 
an Accent series. Acting with an 
Accent is not designed to get your 

students to imitate accents, but to teach them how to speak like 
a native using lilt, stress, resonance, and pronunciation. Each 
one-hour disc comes with an accompanying teaching booklet. 

450403 HOW TO SPEAK SHAKESPEARE

BY CAL PRITNER AND LOUIS COLAIANNI
This book teaches amateur and professional 
actors how to understand and communicate 
the poetry of Shakespeare. Organized around 
passages from Romeo and Juliet, a simple, 
three-step process is presented. In the first step, 
readers learn the value of looking up words in 
the Oxford English Dictionary and paraphrase 
passages to ensure that they truly understand 
the words they are speaking. The second 

step presents essential tools for speaking Shakespeare 
effectively, including iambic pentameter and correct 
rhythm, and explains how to syncopate for meaning. The 
final step honors the poetry of Shakespeare through a 
discussion of the use of punctuation, repeated sounds, 
and connecting key words and phrases. Exercises bring 
all the elements of these steps together. 142 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

DIALECT SERIES FOR YOUNG ACTORS

EDITED BY KIMBERLY MOHNE HILL
A collection of monologues and scenes that require work in dialect, 
this book in the Dialect Series for Young Actors features scenes by 
international playwrights and works in Russian, New York, British, 
Irish, and other dialects. Includes breakdowns in phonetic spelling, 
practice exercises for class or solo work, and a reference list of 
film, television, and audio resources.

450297 SCENES IN DIALECT 

FOR YOUNG ACTORS

307 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95 

450298 MONOLOGUES IN DIALECT 

FOR YOUNG ACTORS

253 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450481 THE COMPLETE VOICE AND SPEECH WORKOUT 

EDITED BY JANET RODGERS
One of the constants that any actor, director, or 
theatre teacher needs is a strong vocal warm-
up. This valuable, first-of-its-kind resource 
contains seventy-five exercises for both solo 
and group work, contributed by respected voice 
professionals. An accompanying training CD will 
be especially helpful to the student or theatre 
professional working alone. 170 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $29.75

REGULAR PRICE: $32.99

450507 SINGING IN MUSICAL THEATRE: THE TRAINING OF 

SINGERS AND ACTORS

BY JOAN MELTON
Sixteen master teachers gather to share 
professional advice on using a classically trained 
voice for musical theatre. Learn what they tell 
their students about dance classes, movement 
work, theatre voice training, and much more. 
256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450389 STANDARD BRITISH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450390 IRISH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450391 COCKNEY

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450392 SCOTTISH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450393 NY CITY

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450394 SOUTHERN U.S.

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450395 FRENCH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450396 ITALIAN

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450397 SPANISH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450398 GERMAN

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450399 RUSSIAN

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450400 YIDDISH

MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95
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16-BAR THEATRE AUDITION SERIES

COMPILED AND EDITED BY MICHAEL DANSICKER
Many theatre auditions call for a 16-bar excerpt. Music theatre 
professionals complain that singing actors need help choosing and 
constructing a 16-bar audition.  This series solves that problem.  Each 
excerpt has been given a thoughtful, graceful, and effective form.

450488 SOPRANO: 16-BAR THEATRE AUDITIONS

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450489 BELTER (MEZZO SOPRANO): 

16-BAR THEATRE AUDITIONS

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450490 TENOR: 16-BAR THEATRE AUDITIONS

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450491 BARITONE/BASS: 16-BAR THEATRE AUDITIONS

MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450500 THE RIGHT WAY TO SING

BY LINDA MARQUART
An easy-to-use program that teaches untrained 
performers to sing like pros. It begins with common 
singing terms, moves on to range and resonance, 
and continues with solid instruction on training the 
voice. 136 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $12.95

450558 ON SINGING ONSTAGE

BY DAVID CRAIG
According to Tony Award winning director and 
producer Harold Prince, “David Craig knows more 
about singing in the musical theatre than anyone 
in this country. Time and time again his advice 
and training have resulted in actors moving from 
non-musical theatre into musicals with ease and 
expertise.” 226 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.99 

450556 ACCENTS: A MANUAL FOR ACTORS

BY ROBERT BLUMENFELD
Accents has established itself as the most useful 
and comprehensive guide to accents available. 
This practical reference manual, with its precise, 
authentic instructions on how to speak in more 
than 100 dialects, offers exercises for the student 
or working actor to gain more complete mastery of 
the accents exhibited. This book is enhanced with 
2 demonstration CDs, allowing you to hear what 
you must do with your voice and enunciation to 

produce the required sounds. 423 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95 

450625 ACTING THE SONG: PERFORMANCE SKILLS

FOR THE MUSICAL THEATRE 

TRACEY MOORE WITH ALLISON BERGMAN
A contemporary, integrated approach to singing 
in musicals that results in better-trained, smarter 
performers who can use song to add drama and 
dimension to their roles. Inside you will find time-
tested advice, exercises and worksheets for all skill 
levels. This book covers vocal and physical warm-
ups, body movement, interpretation, memorization, 
collaboration, and much more. Sections address 

beginning, intermediate, and advanced performers. 320 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

STAGE STARS CDS

Be your own Broadway star, practice your singing, or have fun with 
a group of friends with these fully orchestrated accompaniment 
discs from some of Broadway’s biggest hit musicals. Each disc 
can be played in any CD player and features guide vocals and 
accompaniment tracks in the original show key and tempo. Karaoke 
discs have lyric books provided and on-screen lyrics that appear 
when used in a karaoke machine.

450603 THE 25TH ANNUAL PUTNAM COUNTY SPELLING

BEE ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95 

450575 ANNIE ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450633 AVENUE Q ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Twenty songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450550 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95
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450638 GILBERT & SULLIVAN VOLUME 1

ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450639 GILBERT & SULLIVAN VOLUME 2

ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450583 GODSPELL ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450584 GREASE ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Thirteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450632 GUYS & DOLLS ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450640 GYPSY ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450585 HAIRSPRAY ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Eighteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450647 HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITHOUT

REALLY TRYING ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450551 INTO THE WOODS ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Eighteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95 

450586 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450634 BYE BYE BIRDIE CDG ACCOMPANIMENT 

+ KARAOKE CD

Thirteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450576 CATS ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Thirteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450577 CHICAGO ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450578 A CHORUS LINE ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450579 COMPANY ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Fifteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450580 DAMN YANKEES ACCOMPANIMENT

+ KARAOKE CD

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450581 DREAMGIRLS ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Twenty-one songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450582 THE FANTASTICS ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450636 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450637 FUNNY GIRL CDG ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE

CDS (2 DISCS)

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95
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450642 MAN OF LA MANCHA CDG ACCOMPANIMENT 

+ KARAOKE CD

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450594 MAMA MIA ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Twenty-three songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450643 OKLAHOMA ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450595 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA ACCOMPANIMENT CDS

(2 DISCS)

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450644 PIPPIN CDG ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Ten songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450596 RENT ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450552 SEUSSICAL THE MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT

+ KARAOKE CDS (2 DISCS)

Eighteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450598 SONDHEIM SOLOS - MALE SELECTIONS

ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Ten songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450597 SONDHEIM SOLOS - FEMALE SELECTIONS

ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CD

Ten songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450599 THE SOUND OF MUSIC ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450641 JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOR

DREAMCOAT ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450587 THE KING AND I ACCOMPANIMENT CD

Eleven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450588 KISS ME KATE ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Twenty-one songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450635 LA CAGE AUX FOLLES CDG ACCOMPANIMENT 

+ KARAOKE CD

Ten songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450589 LEGALLY BLONDE ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450590 THE LION KING ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450591 THE LITTLE MERMAID ACCOMPANIMENT CDS

(2 DISCS)

Nineteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450592 LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS ACCOMPANIMENT

+ KARAOKE CDS (2 DISCS)

Seventeen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450593 LES MISERABLES ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(4 DISCS)

Twenty-seven songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $54.00

REGULAR PRICE: $59.95
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450600 SOUTH PACIFIC ACCOMPANIMENT CDS (2 DISCS)

Seventeen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450601 MONTY PYTHON'S SPAMALOT 

ACCOMPANIMENT +KARAOKE CD

Thirteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95

450645 SPRING AWAKENING ACCOMPANIMENT CD 

(2 DISCS)

Nineteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

50602 SWEENEY TODD ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450646 URINETOWN ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDG

Sixteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450604 WEST SIDE STORY ACCOMPANIMENT CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Seventeen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450605 WICKED ACCOMPANIMENT+KARAOKE CDS 

(2 DISCS)

Fifteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450606 THE WIZARD OF OZ ACCOMPANIMENT

+ KARAOKE CD

Twelve songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450553 YOU’RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN

ACCOMPANIMENT + KARAOKE CDS (2 DISCS)

Fourteen songs.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95
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450410 FILMMAKING FOR TEENS: 

PULLING OFF YOUR SHORTS 2ND ED.

BY TROY LANIER AND CLAY NICHOLS
This how-to guide takes young filmmakers from 
the moment of inspiration to a finished short 
film and beyond.  Readers will learn everything 
they need to do to become the writer/producer/
director of their first short film. With tips and 
techniques on brainstorming, screenwriting, 
scheduling, shooting, editing, and marketing, 
this complete guide will nurture and inspire a 
new generation of filmmakers. 192 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $19.00

REGULAR PRICE: $20.95

450417 SETTING UP YOUR SHOTS:  GREAT CAMERA

MOVES EVERY FILMMAKER SHOULD KNOW 

BY JEREMY VINEYARD
The one-stop encyclopedia of 
visual storytelling techniques for 
directors, storyboard artists, film 
students, home video enthusiasts 
or anyone who simply wants to 
learn more about how movies are 
made.  Written in a clear, non-

technical language and laid out in a non-linear format 
with self-contained chapters for easy reference, Setting 
up Your Shots is designed to be useful to filmmakers of 
all experience levels. 132 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $20.75

REGULAR PRICE: $22.95

450441 FILM DIRECTING: SHOT BY SHOT

BY STEVEN D. KATZ
This international best seller contains in-depth 
information on shot composition, staging, 
sequences, visualization tools, framing and 
composition techniques, camera movement, 
blocking tracking shots, script analysis, and 
much more. Includes over 750 storyboards and 
illustrations. 366 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $25.25

REGULAR PRICE: $27.95

450442 DIGITAL FILMMAKING 101

BY DALE NEWTON AND JOHN GASPARD
This complete guide to producing and shooting 
your own digital video films covers both technical 
and creative advice, from keys to writing a good 
script, to casting and location-securing, to 
lighting and low-budget visual effects. Learn 
how to get the maximum mileage out of your 
production budget–without sacrificing any of 
your final product’s quality. 281 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $24.50

REGULAR PRICE: $26.95
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450443 CUT BY CUT

BY GAEL CHANDLER
The most complete and definitive book on both 
the techniques and principles of film and video 
editing. This “bible” is a highly focused text for 
beginners and experienced editors alike. Learn 
what you need to know to make your work 
brilliant. 373 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $32.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $35.95

450416 FROM WORD TO IMAGE: STORYBOARDING AND

THE FILMMAKING PROCESS 

BY MARCIE BEGLEITER
Storyboarding is an essential step in the creative 
process of making a film.  This book is a complete 
guide to storyboarding, taking the reader on a 
step-by-step journey into the visualization process 
of breaking down scripts, using overhead diagrams 
to block out shots, and creating usable drawings for 
film frames that collaborators can easily understand. 
224 pages
MEMBER PRICE $24.50

REGULAR PRICE: $26.95

450506 SOUND DESIGN: THE EXPRESSIVE POWER OF

MUSIC, VOICE, AND SOUND EFFECTS IN CINEMA

BY DAVID SONNENSCHEIN
In addition to introducing basic theory and 
analyzing examples from well-known films, this 
book shows you how to use music, dialogue, and 
sound effects to provoke an emotional reaction 
from your audience. Includes interactive exercises. 
250 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450503 SCREENWRITING FOR TEENS: THE 100

PRINCIPLES OF SCREENWRITING EVERY

BUDDING WRITER MUST KNOW

BY CHRISTINA HAMLETT
Targeted to the interests and vocabularies 
of junior high and high school students, 
this book covers concepts such as plot, 
pacing, character development, movie 
genres, and more. Each chapter defines a 
concept, illustrates it with examples, and 
challenges readers with creative writing, 

analytical, and discussion exercises. 228 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $19.00

REGULAR PRICE: $20.95

450504 CINEMATIC STORYTELLING: THE 100 MOST

POWERFUL FILM CONVENTIONS EVERY 

FILMMAKER MUST KNOW

BY JENNIFER VAN SIJLL
Using 500 frame grabs and 75 script 
excerpts, this book helps writers and 
directors more fully exploit the medium’s 
inherent storytelling devices. It includes 
100 non-dialogue techniques used by 
the industry’s top writers and directors. 
272 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450559 BREAKING THROUGH, SELLING OUT, DROPPING

DEAD AND OTHER NOTES ON FILMMAKING

BY WILLIAM BAYER
“A hip compendium of cinema savvy...perhaps the 
most practical battle manual available to the young 
filmmaker.” —Newsweek 
234 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $12.75

REGULAR PRICE: $13.95
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WE'RE ALWAYS ADDING RESOURCES THAT 
YOU CAN USE IN YOUR CLASSROOM. VISIT: 

schooltheatre.org/store 
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR TO SEE WHAT'S NEW!
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450478 AWAKE & SINGING: SIX GREAT AMERICAN 

JEWISH PLAYS

EDITED BY ELLEN SCHIFF
This new edition brings together five plays 
that explore the Jewish experience in America: 
Elmer Rice’s Counsellor-at-Law; Clifford Odets’ 
Awake and Sing!; Sylvia Regan’s Morning Star; 
Paddy Chayefsky’s The Tenth Man; and Herb 
Gardner’s Conversations with My Father. They 
are joined by Broken Glass, Arthur Miller’s first 
play to focus specifically on the problems of 
assimilation, self-hatred, and terror of the Nazi 

threat. Includes an introduction on the coming of age of 
the American Jewish repertoire. 587 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450511 MULTICULTURAL THEATRE: SCENES AND

MONOLOGS FROM NEW HISPANIC, ASIAN, AND

AFRICAN-AMERICAN PLAYS

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
In our media-saturated society, multicultural 
writers have discovered the stage as their 
medium of choice. The scene selections 
offer unusually challenging characterizations 
for virtually any actor or acting student. All 
selections are for one or two actors. 232 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25 

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450512 MULTICULTURAL THEATRE II: CONTEMPORARY

HISPANIC, ASIAN, AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN

PLAYS

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
Teachers have a great need for good, up-to-date 
writing on themes related to cultural diversity 
for theatre, literature classes, oral interpretation 
and forensics. Each of these plays contains a 
significant number of roles capable of being 
played by young actors. 288 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

THE MULTICULTURAL SERIES FOR YOUNG ACTORS

EDITED BY CRAIG SLAIGHT AND JACK SHARRAR
A two-book series that presents a collection of multicultural 
monologues and scenes by Mary Gallagher, August Wilson, Lanford 
Wilson, John Leguizamo, George C. Wolfe, and others for young actors.

450295 MULTICULTURAL MONOLOGUES 

FOR YOUNG ACTORS

94 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.00

REGULAR PRICE: $11.95

450296 MULTICULTURAL SCENES 

FOR YOUNG ACTORS

237 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.00

REGULAR PRICE: $11.95

450475 BLACK COMEDY: 9 PLAYS 

EDITED BY PAMELA FAITH JACKSON AND KARIMAH
This first-of-its-kind collection of plays about the 
African-American experience includes a wide 
range of works that examine everything from 
American society after World War II to the sit-in 
demonstrations and bus boycotts of the 1960s. A 
hybrid of comedic forms including satire, farce, 
comedy of manners, romantic comedy, dark 
comedy, and tragicomedy are presented through 
vernacular language, stand-up performance art, 

masks, and broad humor. Essays, articles, and interviews 
complement this critical edition. 499 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $17.25

REGULAR PRICE: $18.95

450477 ASIAN AMERICAN DRAMA: 9 PLAYS FROM THE

MULTIETHNIC LANDSCAPE

EDITED BY BRIAN NELSON
This anthology features the work of some of 
America’s preeminent Asian playwrights, including 
Philip Kan Gotanda, Amy Hill, Velina Hasu 
Houston, David Henry Hwang, Dwight Okita, 
and Rob Shin. The plays are sometimes comic, 
sometimes tragic, and explore a variety of issues 
and themes, including the Japanese internment 
camps of World War II and the struggles inherent 
in belonging to a collective identity. 421 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95
MEMBER

k

threat Inc

No returns of EdTA resources except damaged goods.  

No cash refunds. 

No returns after 30 days.  

Prices subject to change without notice.
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450656 NEW! 103 MONOLOGUES FOR 

MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTORS

REBECCA YOUNG
A wide variety of monologues, suitable for auditions, 
classroom, speech competitions, or acting practice.
174 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25 

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450648 NEW! BETTER NATE THAN EVER 

BY TIM FEDERLEY
Nate Foster has big dreams. His whole life, he’s 
wanted to star in a Broadway show. But how is Nate 
supposed to make his dreams come true when he’s 
stuck in Jankburg, PA? With best pal, Libby’s help, 
Nate plans a daring overnight escape to New York. A 

“hilarious and heartwarming debut novel” (Publishers 
Weekly) full of broken curfews, second chances, and 
the adventure of growing up—because sometimes you 
have to get four hundred miles from your backyard 
to finally feel at home.
MEMBER PRICE: $6.50

REGULAR PRICE: $6.99

450649 NEW! FIVE SIX SEVEN NATE

BY TIM FEDERLEY
In the sequel to Better Nate Than Ever, Nate Foster’s 
Broadway dreams are finally coming true. Now, as 
the countdown to opening night is starting to feel 
more like a time bomb, Nate is going to need more 
than his lucky rabbit’s foot if he ever wants to see 
his name in lights. He may even need a showbiz 
miracle. The companion novel to Better Nate Than 
Ever, which The New York Times called “inspired 
and inspiring,” Five, Six, Seven, Nate! is full of secret 
admirers, surprise reunions, and twice the drama of 
middle school...with a lot more glitter.
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.99

450540 101 MONOLOGUES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTORS:

INCLUDING DUOLOGUES AND TRIOLOGUES

BY REBECCA YOUNG
These monologues, duologues, and triologues may be 
used for auditions, classroom assignments, or discus-
sion starters. With this book’s wide variety of topics, 
there is a monologue to fit any student’s personality 
or preference. Sample monologues: Not a Football 
Fan, Credit Card Craziness, Text Addiction, Dress Code 
Disaster, Movie Maniac, A.C.T. Panic, and Worst Best 
Friend Ever. 149 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450276 GREAT SCENES AND MONOLOGUES FOR CHILDREN

AGES 7–14, VOLUME 2

EDITED BY CRAIG SLAIGHT AND JACK SHARRAR
A selection of forty-five short dramatic plays and 
monologues that will challenge budding actors in 
elementary and middle school. 169 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450467 MORE SHORT SCENES AND MONOLOGUES 

FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS

BY MARY HALL SURFACE
This new collection offers a variety of emotionally 
charged monologues and scenes that deal with 
issues every middle school student can relate to. For 
ease of use, the book is divided into sections that 
specify gender, number of characters, and length. 
The monologues and scenes are cross-curricular, 
exploring everything from ancient and American 
history to literature, science, and mythology. 
207 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95 

450423 TEN-MINUTE DRAMA PLAYS FOR 

MIDDLE SCHOOL

BY KRISTEN DABROWSKI
Twelve ten-minute plays with twenty-four scenes and 
forty-eight monologues, written specifically for junior 
high and middle school students and classes. Topics 
include: secrets, dares, revenge, physical handicaps, 
rich vs. poor, witnessing a crime, lying/disobeying, 
peer pressure, and more. 255 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450424 TEN-MINUTE COMEDY PLAYS FOR 

MIDDLE SCHOOL

BY KRISTEN DABROWSKI
Twelve ten-minute comedies with twenty-four scenes 
and forty-eight monologues, written specifically for 
junior high and middle school students and classes. 
These plays cover a variety of subjects such as 
leadership, revenge, cloning, bullies, stealing, what’s 

“normal,” boy-crazy girls, stealing, and public humiliation. 
253 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95
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THE POINT.CLICK.TEACH. SERIES 

BY KAREN BAKER
A full year of curriculum support materials 
for middle school—lesson plans, worksheets, 

assignments, handouts, tests, and rubrics—all 
grouped into unit folders and collected on a 

CD. The files are in Rich Text Format, which 
is compatible with Windows or Mac operating 
systems.You can copy them to your hard drive and 
then modify them to suit your needs. The publisher 
grants permission to copy handouts for your students. 

Developed by a twenty-five-year veteran teacher of 
theatre and speech. 

450486 MIDDLE SCHOOL THEATRE 

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00 

450487 ADVANCED MIDDLE SCHOOL THEATRE  

MEMBER PRICE: $85.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $95.00 

450609THE POINT. CLICK. TEACH. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL THEATRE 

ARTS BUNDLE

BY KAREN BAKER
Get both of the middle school versions of The Point. Click. 
Teach. Series on one convenient flash drive and save more 
than $10 compared to purchasing each disc individually.
MEMBER PRICE: $158.00

REGULAR PRICE: $175.00

450541 TEN-MINUTE PLAYS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

PERFORMERS: PLAYS FOR A VARIETY OF 

CASTSIZES

BY REBECCA YOUNG
The plays in this theatre book give teenage 
performers the chance to reveal the unique 
identities and motivations of students their 
own age. These brief plays may be used 
for speech and drama classrooms, forensic 
competitions, or variety shows. They are easily 
staged with no sets or costumes. Topics include: 
how to be popular, jealousy, shoplifting, pranks, 
and more. Included are scripts for girls only, 
scripts for boys only and scripts for mixed casts.

129 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25 

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450493 VOCAL WARM-UPS ON THE WAY: 

MIDDLE SCHOOL EDITION

This compact disc is designed specifically for 
middle school students to warm up anywhere—in 
the classroom, car, or backstage—with vocal 
exercises that help you get ready for your 
audition or performance. Learn a variety of 
fun routines backed by years of experience 
and designed by singers for singers. Warm-ups 

start with the basics and then build for every voice type. 
It’s the ultimate accompaniment for all vocalists, including 
musical theatre and choir singers.
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $15.99

450628 STAGING AN INTERACTIVE MYSTERY PLAY: 

A SIX WEEK PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPING 

THEATRE SKILLS

BY JUSTINE JONES AND MARY ANN KELLEY
Middle school students are highly creative, 
imaginative, and uninhibited with their ideas. 
And they love puzzles! That’s why they are 
intrigued by murder mysteries. The six-week 
program in this book invites the interaction 
of the whole class in the process of creating 
mystery plays. To begin, students brainstorm 
ideas; refine the theme; and create the 
characters, plots, means, motives, scenes, and 

more. The next two weeks involve games to strengthen 
writing and acting skills, to develop the plot and characters, 
and for students to think on their feet. The final two weeks 
focus on rehearsal and performance. 178 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.00

REGULAR PRICE: $23.95
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450652 NEW! SCENES AND MONOLOGUES OF SPIRITUAL 

EXPERIENCE FROM THE BEST CONTEMPORARY PLAYS

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
More than 50 contemporary scenes and monologues 
explore spiritual experiences from a number of 
angles, both religious and secular. This anthology is 
useful for auditions as well as the classroom. Editor 
Roger Ellis provides tips on how to perform the 
pieces and how to make the most of the material 
for the purpose of auditioning. 290 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.50

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99

450654 NEW! 2013 THE BEST MEN’S STAGE MONOLOGUES

EDITED BY LAWRENCE HARBISON
A rich and varied selection of monologues from 
plays produced in the 2012 - 2013 theatrical season. 
Most are for younger performers (teens through 
30s). Included are comic and dramatic pieces with 
a variety of lengths from rather short to rather long. 
191 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450655 NEW! 2013 THE BEST WOMEN’S STAGE MONOLOGUES

EDITED BY LAWRENCE HARBISON
A rich and varied selection of monologues from 
plays produced in the 2012 - 2013 theatrical season. 
Most are for younger performers (teens through 
30s). Included are comic and dramatic pieces with 
a variety of lengths from rather short to rather long. 
199 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450294 THE ULTIMATE SCENE STUDY SERIES FOR TEENS 2:

55 SHORT SCENES 

BY DEBBIE LAMEDMAN
A collection of original two-person pieces that allow 
student actors to create and develop characters who 
are similar to themselves. These scenes include a 
variety of situations and roles that challenge and 
allow your students to practice their craft. Royalty-
free for auditions. 192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95
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450337 AUDITION MONOLOGS FOR STUDENT ACTORS 

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
The monologues in this new text are original works  
not found elsewhere. There are fifty selections 
from recently produced plays from established and  
emerging new writers. About two-thirds of the 
selections are for women, and about one-third are 
specifically for minority actors. These monologues 
address the major trends and conflicts of today 
through revealing glimpses of society as we know it.  
Includes the work of forty-seven contemporary 
American playwrights, with excerpts from plays such  

as Sea of Forms by Megan Terry, Voice of the Prairie by 
John Olive, Night Luster by Laura Harrington, Stuck by 
Adele Edling Shank, Punk Girls by Elizabeth Wong, and 
more. 152 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450338 AUDITION MONOLOGS FOR STUDENT ACTORS II 

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
More excerpts from cutting-edge contemporary 
plays and playwrights. The monologues in 
this new text are original works not found in 
other published versions. All are from recently 
produced plays from both established and 
emerging new writers. The fifty selections are 
for actors from ten to twenty-four years of age. 
The collection is divided equally between male 
and female characters, with a variety of pieces 
for minority actors. Includes the work of forty 

contemporary playwrights, such as: Listen to Our Voices by 
Claire Braz-Valentine, Visiting by Evan Guilford-Blake, When 
Fat Chicks Rule the World by Karen Mueller Bryson, Devils 
by Linda Eisenstein, and more. 176 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450516 ACTOR’S CHOICE: MONOLOGUES FOR  TEENS

EDITED BY ERIN DETRICK
Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Teens contains 
an exciting selection of new monologues, from 
hilarious comedy to cutting-edge drama, and 
everything in between. Unlike other monologue 
books, the source of every monologue is easily 
accessible—each play is available through one 
website (www.playscripts.com), where you can 
read nearly the entire published script online for 
free. 136 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95
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450269 THE ULTIMATE AUDITION BOOK FOR TEENS 2:

111 ONE-MINUTE MONOLOGUES

BY L.E. MCCULLOUGH 
Let your students sharpen their skills with this collection of 
monologues offering a range of situations, emotions, and 
characters. 128 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $12.95

450293 THE ULTIMATE AUDITION BOOK FOR 

TEENS 4: 111 ONE-MINUTE MONOLOGUES

BY DEBBIE LAMEDMAN
More one-minute monologues that can be used—royalty-
free for auditions. 117 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.75

REGULAR PRICE: $12.95

450272 THE ULTIMATE AUDITION BOOK FOR 

TEENS 5: 111 SHAKESPEARE MONOLOGUES

EDITED BY LISA BANSAVAGE AND 
L.E. MCCULLOUGH
Twenty-nine of the Bard’s plays constitute this book of 
comedic and dramatic monologues that range from fifteen 
seconds to two minutes. 176 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.75 

REGULAR PRICE: $12.95

450271 THE ULTIMATE SCENE STUDY SERIES FOR TEENS

1: 60 SHAKESPEARE SCENES

EDITED BY LISA BANSAVAGE, L.E. MCCULLOUGH,
AND JILL K. SWANSON 
Let your students unlock their potential with this material 
from twenty-seven Shakespeare plays, designed around 
the number of actors in the scene. 332 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

THE YOUNG ACTOR SERIES

EDITED BY CRAIG SLAIGHT AND JACK SHARRAR
A four-book series of monologues and scenes, for student actors who 
are 14 to 22 years old. Contains a total of 144 monologues indexed 
by gender and 103 scenes indexed by number and gender of actors 
needed.

450302 GREAT SCENES FOR YOUNG ACTORS FROM THE

STAGE

256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450303 GREAT SCENES FOR YOUNG ACTORS, VOLUME II

267 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450304 GREAT MONOLOGUES FOR YOUNG ACTORS

186 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450305 GREAT MONOLOGUES FOR YOUNG ACTORS,

VOLUME II

162 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95
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450339 FIFTY PROFESSIONAL SCENES FOR STUDENT

ACTORS 

BY GARRY MICHAEL KLUGER
This book is designed for professional actors seeking 
roles in television shows, commercials, and stage 
productions, but may be used by student performers 
who wish to work at a professional level. Actors 
have been using these same scenes to win roles 
in Los Angeles and New York television and film 
studios. Students in acting classes have been using 
them to advance their acting experience. The book 
is divided into comedic and dramatic scenes. Most 

scenes are generic, easily adaptable for use by male or female 
actors. Emphasis is on believable characterization. Royalty-
free. 232 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450340 SCENES AND MONOLOGS FROM THE BEST

NEW PLAYS

EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS
Forty-two selections from thirty-eight of the best 
new plays, culled from around the country, address 
the major trends and conflicts of today through 
revealing glimpses of society as we know it. Scenes 
are varied in tone and content, with humor, pathos, 
reflection, poignancy, angst, and other qualities 
for dramatic expression. Included are the works 
of thirty-two contemporary American playwrights, 
including stellar names like Mike Medoff, Wendy 

Hammond, David Henry Hwang, and Chaim Potok. Scenes 
are short for auditioning ease—no longer than ten minutes. 
256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450325 PLAYING SCENES: A SOURCEBOOK FOR

PERFORMERS 

BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF
This collection of many of the world’s best scenes and 
monologues is more than just another scenebook—it’s 
an invaluable text for all acting students. Each chapter 
includes discussion on playing the role, playing 
the style, and playing the performance. As part of 
the introduction to each chapter, there are creative 
vocal and physical exercises appropriate for each 
performance. The book includes a chapter on audition 

scenes and performance hints for many types of scenes. 
Scenes are drawn from plays including  Oedipus, Cymbeline, 
The Importance of Being Earnest, The Cherry Orchard, and 
more. 440 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $23.50

REGULAR PRICE: $25.95

450324 TWO-CHARACTER PLAYS FOR STUDENT ACTORS BY 
ROBERT MAURO

Each of the plays in this book is a complete dramatic 
work balanced for a two-actor performance. Lengths 
may vary from ten to thirty minutes, with diverse 
roles and styles (slapstick comedy, modern drama, 
satire, character study and tragedy). Plays are divided 
into three sections: Plays for Men and Women, Plays 
for Men Only, and Plays for Women Only. Royalty-
free . 192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450425 TEN-MINUTE DRAMA PLAYS FOR TEENS

BY KRISTEN DABROWSKI
Twelve ten-minute dramatic plays for teens that cover 
subjects such as suicide, possessiveness, self-respect, 
mob mentality, pregnancy, terrorism, drug use, 
cheating, college roommates, and religion. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450319 THE PERFECT AUDITION MONOLOGUE

BY GLENN ALTERMAN
Finding the right audition monologue can be crucial. 
It is a marketing tool that introduces and showcases 
an actor’s talent. This book covers every aspect of 
the monologue audition, from entrance to exit, and 
reveals how to find source material, choose and edit 
your monologue, personalize and rehearse your 
monologue, and prepare for and succeed at your 
audition and interview. 186 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95 

450317 100 TRUE SOLILOQUIES FOR WOMEN

EDITED BY JENNIE WYCKOFF
One hundred short soliloquies focusing on female 
characters in a variety of settings and eras. Royalty-
free for auditions and class study. 136 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $11.00

REGULAR PRICE: $11.95
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450384 CREATING YOUR OWN MONOLOGUE

BY GLENN ALTERMAN
Beginning and experienced actors will learn 
how to use their acting skills to write successful 
monologues, performance art pieces, and one-
person plays. The writing process is explained 
in easy-to-follow steps, from getting started to 
expanding and tightening dialogue, developing 
character, editing and rewriting, rehearsing the 
final piece, and playing to audiences. Included 
are interviews with writers and directors, 

techniques for marketing and promoting solo shows, 
tips on brainstorming, and information about artists’ 
communities, competitions, and grants. 192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450421 CONTEMPORARY MOVIE MONOLOGUES 

1960–1989 FOR AUDITION AND STUDY: 

A SOURCEBOOK FOR ACTORS

EDITED BY MARISA SMITH AND JOCELYN BEARD
Some of the freshest, most powerful writing of 
the last few decades has been done for film. 
Contemporary Movie Monologues offers a wide 
range of monologues from American screenplays 
produced during the 1960s, 70s, and 80s, including 
some of the most unforgettable dramatic and comic 
speeches in the history of cinema. 128 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450273 FORENSICS SERIES VOLUME 1: DUO PRACTICE

& COMPETITION (THIRTY-FIVE 8–10 MINUTE 

ORIGINAL COMEDIC PLAYS) 

BY BARBARA LHOTA AND JANET B. MILLSTEIN
Thirty-five original comedic duets with unique 
characters, hilarious situations, and fresh material 
sure to make even the toughest judges crack a 
smile. Since these plays were specifically written for 
competitions, the language is acceptable, no props 
are necessary, and they can be done with or without 
blocking. 288 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450439 MAKE IT A MYSTERY

BY CRAIG SODARO
Twelve short comedy-mystery plays. Workable 
for actors of all ages. These plays are suitable for 
performance on-stage or in a classroom. They 
may also be used for fund-raising dinner theatre 
programs. Royalty-free. 223 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450331 ACTING SCENES AND MONOLOGS FOR YOUNG

WOMEN 

BY MAYA LEVY
Not just another book of scenes but a wide variety 
of topics and situations fine-tuned to recreate the 
day-to-day experiences of young women. This 
diverse collection of monologues, dialogues, trios, 
and quartets deals with subjects of self-discovery, 
survival in the real world, and daunting decisions, 
both tragic and trivial. The sixty characterizations 
will make performers and audiences laugh, cry, 
and know themselves better. Excellent for speech 

contests, acting exercises, or auditions. Lengths vary from two to six 
minutes each. Royalty-free for performances. 176 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450545 HEY, GIRLFRIEND: 75 MONOLOGUES FOR GIRLS

BY KIMBERLY A. MCCORMICK
A book of monologues for girls only! This 
collection of monologues deals with the dilemmas 
that teenage girls face every day. Sometimes real 
life events can be funny, but more often they are 
difficult. These monologues reflect struggles and 
triumphs. Sample titles include: Is He Worth it?, Is 
Our Family Falling Apart?, Texting Terror, I Don’t 
Want to Move, A Selfish Generation, Making the 

Grade, Will I Ever Fit In?, Does Anyone Know What Love 
Means?, and No One Likes a Bully. Discussion questions 
for classroom use accompany each monologue. 168 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

50336 THE FLIP SIDE II 

BY HEATHER H. HENDERSON
A new collection of tough and timely monologue 
pairs with opposing views on many topics. Each 
monologue characterization focuses on a topic of 
interest to young people today. The book is divided 
into three sections: “Who We Are,” “Who We Were,” 
and “Who We Pretend to Be.” For each topic, the 
monologues are paired to allow the presentation of 
two differing opinions. The two-minute length of 

most of these monologues makes memorization easy. May 
be performed royalty-free. 136 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95
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No returns of EdTA resources except damaged goods.  

No cash refunds. 

No returns after 30 days.  
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450274 FORENSICS SERIES VOLUME 2: DUO PRACTICE &

PERFORMANCE (THIRTY-FIVE 8–10 MINUTE ORIGINAL 

DRAMATIC SCENES)

BY BARBARA LHOTA AND JANET B. MILLSTEIN 
Rich, balanced characters are presented in dynamic, 
topical situations that examine the human condition. 
You’ll find accessible, original pieces designed for 
competitions. No props are needed. Text includes no 
inappropriate material or language. 285 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450422 FORENSICS DUO SERIES: 35 ORIGINAL DRAMATIC

PLAYS FOR TWO FEMALES

BY BARBARA LHOTA AND IRA BRODSKY
These exciting short plays offer challenging new 
material for pairs of female actors. Forensics coaches, 
acting teachers, judges, and students alike will find 
dozens of comedic and dramatic plays that meet their 
criteria and tastes. These new two-female plays are 
ideal for scene work and forensic performance.
349 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $14.95

450462THIRTY SHORT COMEDY PLAYS FOR TEENS

BY LAURIE ALLEN
These thirty short plays, designed for two to six actors, 
give teenage performers a chance to portray the drama 
of their everyday lives. Sample titles include The Kissing 
Booth, Four Boyfriends, Last Free Summer, and The 
Babysitter. Inexperienced and experienced actors alike 
will come alive as performers because the short plays 
offer natural dialogue and believable situations. Suitable 

for contest use. 172 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450463 TELL IT LIKE IT IS: FIFTY MONOLOGS FOR 

TALENTED TEENS

BY PEG KEHRET
Every young actor performing one of these monologues 
will recount a memorable event that opened the way to 
maturity. All monologues are easily adaptable for boys 
or girls. Sample titles include I Need a Cell Phone, Toto Tells 
the Truth about Oz, The Day I Was a Dog, Remembering 
Little Rock, The Four-Part Plan for a New Me, Taking 
the SAT, and How to Be Proactive in Math. 117 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450479 THEATRE FOR YOUNG AUDIENCES: 

AROUND THE WORLD IN 21 PLAYS 

EDITED BY LOWELL SWORTZELL 
In this book of short plays for teens, editor Lowell 
Swortzell carefully chooses plays that treat different 
cultures with respect, and at the same time make for  
exciting dramatic experiences. Many students will be 
challenged and compelled by the race relations issues 
brought up in Ossie Davis’s Escape to Freedom; others 
might be struck by Maggie Magalita, which tells the 
story of how one family is torn apart when young 

children do not speak the language of their grandparents. Vivid  
dialogue will have even the most reticent students wanting 
to read passages aloud. 690 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $20.75

REGULAR PRICE: $22.95

450572 THE MONOLOGUE AUDITION: A PRACTICAL GUIDE

FOR ACTORS

BY KAREN KHOLHAAS 
The aim of this book is to help the aspiring actor 
meet the challenges of performing audition 
monologues for theatres, agents, casting directors, 
and training programs. The author provides 
pointers on choosing audition monologues through 
a step-by-step approach that is illustrated by line 
drawings and photographs that are applicable to any 

monologue. All the elements of preparing a monologue—
script analysis, staging, voice, timing, gesture, movement, 
and self-presentation skills—are explored. The goal of this 
book is not only to help you prepare for auditions, but to 
make working on monologues a regular and enjoyable 
part of your acting life. 132 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $19.99
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450386 THE HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDE FOR FILM, TV &

THEATER, SECOND EDITION

BY MONONA ROSSOL
A necessity for anyone involved in professional or 
amateur entertainment, this handbook is the only 
resource to offer all vital information about health and 
safety issues affecting the performing arts. Covered 
are topics relevant to every type of performance 
venue: stage, film, television, theme parks, circuses, 
parades, fireworks displays, and beyond. The author 

outlines safeguards against hazardous materials such as 
theatrical paints, certain makeup, pigments, and solvents, 
and recommends protective measures for woodworking, 
welding, and using fog and other special effects. Safety 
checklists, agencies to contact for help, and other important 
tips are included. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $25.00

REGULAR PRICE: $27.50

450372 TECHNICAL THEATER FOR NONTECHNICAL

PEOPLE, SECOND EDITION

BY DREW CAMPBELL
A book designed for nontechnicians in the field that 
helps actors, dancers, playwrights, and directors to 
understand every aspect of a traditional and digitally 
supported backstage environment. This book covers 
new technology that has become mainstream, such 
as computer-controlled lighting instruments, audio 
software to build audio cues, and PC-based audio 
playback systems. All facets of production are clearly 

explained in jargon-free prose, and unfamiliar terms are 
highlighted and defined in an appended glossary. Besides 
theatre newcomers and professionals, the book has targeted 
advice for event planners and show producers working in 
the convention business, fashion, real estate, sports, and 
politics. 272 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450405 THE BACK STAGE GUIDE TO STAGE

MANAGEMENT 3RD ED.

BY THOMAS A. KELLY
This widely used manual for stage managers has 
been revised to include new methods that employ 
computers and spreadsheet software, automation 
in the theatre, and contemporary event managing. 
Whether you work in the amateur, educational, or 
professional theatre, you’ll find all the nuts and bolts 
of the craft clearly laid out in this engaging, friendly 
book. The author combines how-to information with 

personal experiences of his own and of other top-level stage 
managers to explain the entire theatrical process; including 
preproduction planning; organizing all rehearsals and 
performances; maintaining and supervising the technical 
aspects of the show; and dealing with performers and crew 
members on all levels. 304 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95
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450265 THE COMPLETE MAKE-UP ARTIST, SECOND EDITION 

BY PENNY DELAMAR 
Written by leading makeup artist Penny Delamar, this 
book provides a wealth of information, activities, and 
advice that can be understood by students. Using 
tips and insight from the film, television, and theatre 
industries, this workbook provides step-by-step 
instructions with colorful illustrations, hints ,and 
tips to build skill, experience, and confidence with 

makeup application. 212 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $41.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $45.95

450381 THE PERFECT STAGE CREW: THE COMPLEAT

TECHNICAL GUIDE FOR HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE,

AND COMMUNITY THEATER 

BY JOHN KALUTA
For anyone producing a stage show with limited 
time and money, here is an indispensable guide to 
the intricacies of backstage work and the resources 
necessary to put on a stunning show in fewer than 
forty days. In plain English, this volume explains 
the pitfalls to avoid and provides solutions to the 
most common and complex stage performance 
problems. Readers without Broadway-sized 

budgets and resources will learn the low-cost, low-tech 
approaches to painting scenery, building sets, hanging 
lights, operating sound, setting cues, and more. Chapters 
also cover such crucial topics as technical rehearsals, 
preparing tickets, and generating publicity. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450308 BROADWAY COSTUMES ON A BUDGET

BY JANET LITHERLAND AND SUE MCANALLY
Your version of a Broadway production can 
have all the glitz and glamour of the original 
production. This book lists 100 famous musicals 
categorized by costume styles. Applying the 
book’s crossover system shows you how 
costumes from one production can be altered 
for another production. Includes “how to do it” 
suggestions for basic costume design and specific 
show adaptations. 160 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450310 INSTANT PERIOD COSTUMES 

BY BARB ROGERS
Why rent expensive costumes when you can 
create them for less? With more than sixty-five 
examples with photos and diagrams, this book 
provides you with many ideas of how to convert 
castoffs into costumes for period characters 
without sewing. You can make these costumes to 
save you time and money and prevent deadline 

disasters. 96 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95
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450414 THEATRICAL FX MAKEUP (BOOK AND CD) 

BY DAVID SARTOR AND JOHN PIVOVARNICK
This book is written for anyone with a general interest 
in trying some (literally) eye-popping makeup effects 
on their own. It features dozens of makeup effects 
accompanied by simple directions for creating them 
with both professional-quality makeup and supplies 
and items easily found around the house or local 
supermarket.  In addition to the directions for each 

effect, you’ll discover a list of show and character-specific 
productions for which the effect is appropriate. Companion 
CD shows all illustrations in full color along with directions 
and supply list. 224 pages 
MEMBER PRICE: $34.00

REGULAR PRICE: $37.48

450368 STAGE LIGHTING IN THE BOONDOCKS, REVISED

FOURTH EDITION

BY JAMES HULL MILLER
This book details how professional-quality lighting 
can be achieved within the limitations of school 
auditoriums, community theatres, and churches. Part 
One contains a short section on stage lighting in 
general, plus a number of lighting solutions for specific 
types, filters, connectors, control boards, homemade 
equipment, and the like. This is a workshop book 

with many illustrations. It will pay for itself in the equipment 
savings it makes possible. 136 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $14.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.95

450370 SELF-SUPPORTING SCENERY FOR CHILDREN’S

THEATRE…AND GROWN-UPS’ TOO 

BY JAMES HULL MILLER
Freestanding scenery creates its own theatre—compact, 
economical and flexible. It marches right onto any 
stage platform, into a classroom, the recreation hall, or 
the garden theatre. This book tells how to construct 
it. Includes over 175 drawings. Covers tools, materials, 
designs, and craft. An excellent reference book written 

by a leading designer in the field. 128 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $16.25

REGULAR PRICE: $17.95

450411 FASHION ACCESSORIES: THE COMPLETE 20TH

CENTURY SOURCEBOOK 

BY JOHN PEACOCK
The most comprehensive record ever published of 
fashion accessories throughout the twentieth century. 
More than 2,000 full-color drawings reproduce each 
original item in meticulous detail, accompanied by a 
complete description. A must-have reference book. 
192 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $31.50

REGULAR PRICE: $34.95

450492 FASHION SINCE 1900, SECOND EDITION

BY JOHN PEACOCK
Arranged by decade, this book comprehensively 
covers the development of women’s fashion and 
style in the twentieth century through some of the 
greatest designers and creations, including Chanel, 
Dior, Dolce & Gabbana, Gucci, and many others. 
The author examines and explains garment and 
accessory design with detailed descriptions that 
include fabric, cut, and pattern information with 

more than 1,250 color illustrations. Hardcover. 264 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $36.00

REGULAR PRICE: $40.00

450450 STAGE MAKEUP: THE ACTOR’S COMPLETE

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO TODAY’S TECHNIQUES 

AND MATERIALS

BY LAURA THUDIUM
This full-color makeup manual is designed to lie 
open on the makeup table as a guide for student, 
amateur, or professional performers. 159 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $31.50  

REGULAR PRICE: $35.00

450369 SMALL STAGE SETS ON TOUR, SECOND EDITION 

BY JAMES HULL MILLER
This book contains Miller’s fifty years of 
experience in the design, construction, and 
application of portable stage sets. Information 
on dozens of actual sets and how to build them 
is included. Also examines various types of 
theatres and other playing spaces encountered 
in traveling productions. There are chapters on 
folding and clamped sets, stagecraft in schools 
and recital halls, and small theatre designs. 

An indispensable resource for stage crews and theatre 
students. 128 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $15.50

REGULAR PRICE: $16.95

450515 THE PROP MASTER: A GUIDEBOOK FOR

SUCCESSFUL THEATRICAL PROP MANAGEMENT

BY AMY MUSSMAN
Whether you are a professional, volunteer, or 
student prop master for a play production, the 
job is one of the most demanding tech theatre 
positions. There’s a lot more to propping a show 
than many theatre people realize. The twelve 
chapters of this book provide clear definitions 
of the job in action. They tell how to build a 
props department; how to create props; and 
how to work with the technical crew, designers, 
supervisors, and performers. This is a guidebook 

to lead a prop master through the entire process and is 
a ready reference to solve many unexpected problems. 
185 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95
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PRACTICAL TECHNICAL 

THEATER CD/DVD SERIES

BY BOB AND MARTI 
FOWLER
The Practical Technical Theater 
series is geared toward theatre 
programs where the teacher 
may feel at home on stage, 
but less comfortable design-
ing a set, sound, or light plot, 
building a set, or lighting a 
show. The programs feature a 
lot of hands-on information—the 
kind the students will actually use 
when they walk into the theatre 
and pick up a tool. 

Developed by long-time secondary theatre educators Bob and Marti  
Fowler, Practical Technical Theater (PTT) is formatted with two 
important audiences in mind: busy teachers and today’s students. 

For teachers, PTT is literally a class in a box. Each program consists 
of lessons that work in a 45 to 50 minute class period. Worksheets, 
quizzes, and tests are included on a CD-ROM along with other 
teaching materials. The entire curriculum is keyed to the National 
Standards for the Arts. 

For students, PTT programs are presented in a fun and lively 
way to appeal to the “MTV generation.” The programs are not 
just “talking head” lectures, but interactive learning experiences 
designed to engage students and keep their attention. Practical 
Technical Theater is produced exclusively on CD/DVD sets.

450253 INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL THEATER

Start with the basics of the theatre with an introduction 
to theatre hierarchy and terminology, and tour inside an 
actual working theatre. Includes a review of proscenium, 
thrust, and arena theatres.
$229.00

450252 BASIC SET CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY

This volume covers the fundamentals of set construction 
with topics like construction techniques, how to select 
the right lumber, theatre and tool safety, and striking the 
set. Includes useful set templates. 
$229.00

450254 LIGHTING FOR THEATER

Teaches the “nuts and bolts” of lighting by illustrating the 
step-by-step basics of lighting instruments, lighting design, 
control equipment, and how to light a stage. 
$229.00

450255 STAGE MANAGEMENT 2ND ED.

The second edition of this popular DVD features Jason 
Daunter, stage manager for the national tour of Wicked. 
Manage a successful production like a pro–from pre-show 
conferences to closing night–with a hands-on lesson in 
stage management from one of the best.
$229.00

450258 LIGHTING DESIGN  

Lighting Design is an extension of the PTT Lighting for 
Theater program, and should be used in conjunction with 
that program. It addresses basic concepts of lighting design 
and walks students through the process of designing and 
executing a complete light plot with many special effects. 
$229.00

450257 AUDIO FOR THEATER

Examine the basics of audio engineering for live theatre. 
Learn how to find the right microphone for the job, mixing 
consoles, speakers and their placement; and more. Also 
includes how to troubleshoot common problems such as 
feedback, buzzes, and ground loops.
$229.00 

450256 SET DESIGN

Teaches the fundamentals of set design, such as box sets, 
unit sets, wing and drop sets, and combinations of the 
three types. Also learn how to analyze scripts to determine 
technical demands, sight lines, furniture placement and 
traffic patterns, and basic scale drawing.
$229.00

450259 BUSINESS AND HOUSE MANAGEMENT

Learn basic strategies to make your theatre program 
grow. Find out how to publicize your plays, fill the seats 
of your theatre, manage ticket distribution, prepare and 
print programs, prepare and maintain your facility, how 
to handle emergencies, and much more.
$229.00

450565 CAREERS IN THEATRE

Not just a series of talking heads, this program provides 
lots of video footage showing professionals working in 
their specialized areas. A typical production is examined 
starting with performers and continuing to playwrights, 
composers, stagehands, dressers, business management 
personnel, stitchers, and everyone in between. Different 
types of theatres are examined. Working professionals 
share their experiences, from what a typical day is like, 
what the most satisfying and challenging parts of their 
profession are, what kind of training their job requires, 
what day-to-day life is like, and more. Explore how to get 
into different theatrical unions, and what the unions offer.
$229.00

450566 COSTUMING FOR THEATRE

Presented as a two-week unit, this program is written by 
teacher, costumer, and EdTA Hall of Fame inductee Terry 
McGonigle. He shares the co-hosting duties with Marti 
and Bob Fowler.
$229.00
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450560 THE PROP MASTER DVD

BY AMY AND JAMES MUSSMAN
Whether you are a professional, volunteer, or 
student prop master, this DVD reveals what a 
demanding tech-theatre position this is. The 
twelve chapters provide clear definitions of 
the job in action. It shows you how to build 
a props department, how to create props, and 
how to work with the technical crew, designers, 
and performers. Until now, there has been no 

comprehensive program like this to lead prop masters 
through the entire process.
MEMBER PRICE: $27.00

REGULAR PRICE: $29.95

450571 THE HANDBOOK OF TECHNIQUES FOR THEATRE

DESIGNERS

BY COLIN WINSLOW 
Theatre designers need to be proficient in an 
extraordinarily diverse range of skills to carry 
out their work. They are expected to be able to 
draw, both creatively and technically; use color 
imaginatively; make accurate scale models of 
their set designs; design costumes; understand 
the relationship of their work to stage lighting; 
and use computer-technology in imaginative ways. 

Professional theatre designer and teacher Colin Winslow 
describes these techniques with explanatory drawings and 
photographs, and suggests practical ways to acquire them 
through a series of practical exercises at the end of each 
chapter. 176 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $25.25

REGULAR PRICE: $27.95

450573 DIGITAL TECHNICAL THEATER SIMPLIFIED

BY DREW CAMPBELL 
The theater is in the midst of a digital revolution 
and it can be easy to get confused by the flood of 
new technology. This book provides readers with a 
comprehensive overview of the digital tools currently 
available for the stage. In clear, concise language, 
Digital Technical Theater Simplified explains digital 
technology in the fields of lighting, audio, video, 
and show control. Each chapter begins with a quiz 
to help the reader find his or her skill level, so that 

technical rookies can start by reviewing the basics while more 
tech-savvy readers can skip to the advanced material. Topics 
include: intelligent lighting, digital audio, video projection, 
media servers, LED lighting, time code, DMX, computerized 
control, and much more. 288 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450607 FUNDAMENTALS OF THEATRICAL DESIGN

BY KAREN BREWSTER AND MELISSA SHAFER
This book presents a step-by-step exploration of 
everything that aspiring and practicing designers 
and directors need to know about the theatrical 
design process. Veteran theater designers Karen 
Brewster and Melissa Shafer have consulted with 
a broad range of theatre industry professionals to 
provide an exhaustive guide full of sound advice 
and insight. With clear examples and hands-on 
exercises, this book illustrates the way in which the 

three major areas of theatrical design—scenery, costumes, 
and lighting—are intrinsically linked. This comprehensive 
resource, with 30 illustrations, is a must-have for every 
theatre educator's classroom. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $25.00

REGULAR PRICE: $27.50

450610 SCENIC DESIGN AND LIGHTING TECHNIQUES: 

A BASIC GUIDE FOR THEATRE

BY CHUCK GLOMAN AND ROB NAPOLI
This guide will show you how to transform a dark, 
bare stage into an effective theatrical setting for 
your production—even if you have never done it 
before! Written by two seasoned professionals, this 
book uses clear direction and a humorous style to 
take you through all of the steps safely, accurately, 
and efficiently. Learn the fundamentals of lighting 
and design with instructional and inspirational 
photographs, clear illustrations, and need-to-know 

information about materials and construction, basic props, 
script interpretation, CAD, special effects lighting, and more. 
With all of the other things this book will teach you, you'll 
be armed with the tools you need to build your set and 
light it to create the production you imagined. 416 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $49.00

REGULAR PRICE: $53.95

450611 SHOW CASE: DEVELOPING, MAINTAINING, &

PRESENTING A DESIGN-TECH PORTFOLIO FOR 

THEATRE & ALLIED FIELDS

BY RAFAEL JAEN
A design-tech portfolio showcases a practitioner's 
most prized accomplishments in all stage design, 
lighting, costuming, or makeup. A winning 
portfolio is essential to getting into choice colleges, 
obtaining scholarships, and getting jobs in the 
field. Show Case provides students, teachers, and 
aspiring professionals the information you need 

to know to create, maintain, and show off your portfolio 
so that it showcases you. This book features approaches to 
creating a portfolio, including branding, social networking, 
traditional and interactive e-portfolios; sample portfolios 
from an incredible cast of contributors, including recent 
graduate students, officers of renowned organizations, and 
international theatre artists; and advice from top experts in 
the theatre industry and other allied fields. 264 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $36.00

REGULAR PRICE: $39.95
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450612 STAGECRAFT FUNDAMENTALS: A GUIDE AND

REFERENCE FOR THEATRICAL PRODUCTION

BY RITA KOGLER CARVER
This book covers every aspect of theatre 
production: the history of stagecraft; safety 
precautions; lighting; costumes; scenery; career 
planning tips; and more are discussed with 
modern, color examples that display both step-
by-step procedures and the finished product. 
Carver assembles her vast experience into a one-
stop guide for theatrical production. Instructor's 

manual, additional exercises that coincide with chapters 
from the book, CAD drawings, color theory, manufacturing 
information, and other resources that support this book 
can be found at StageCraftFundamentals.com. 512 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $50.00

REGULAR PRICE: $54.95

450613 SCENE PAINTING PROJECTS FOR THEATRE

BY STEPHEN SHERWIN
The art, practice, and technique of scene painting 
is an essential part of theatre design. A scenic 
artist is responsible for translating the vision 
of the scenic designer to the realized scenery. 
This text will take you step-by-step through 
the actual individual scene painting projects. 
These painting techniques are commonly used 
in theatrical productions and each builds upon 

the skills learned in the previous project. In an organized 
fashion, the book leads you through projects such as 
spatter and sponging, weathered wood, fine wood, foliage, 
brick, wallpaper, drapery, and more. Included in each 
project are the tools you will need, a paint elevation, 
detailed notes, colorful graphics for reference, and easy 
to understand step-by-step directions for you to achieve 
the finished result. 255 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $40.50

REGULAR PRICE: $44.95

450614 COSTUME CRAFTWORK ON A BUDGET

BY TAN HUAIXIANG
Part of the costume designer's job is to 
be creative and use what materials are 
available to execute the design elements 
in a production. This book shows you 
how to use inexpensive materials to 
create durable products in a short amount 
of time that are both practical and 

attractive. From creating armor out of laundry baskets 
to detailed tricks for creating a witch's prosthetic nose, 
this book details the techniques needed to produce end 
results that are beautiful, economical, and safe. 332 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $40.50

REGULAR PRICE: $44.95
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450615 CHARACTER COSTUME FIGURE DRAWING: 

STEP BY STEP DRAWING METHODS

BY TAN HUAIXIANG
Develop your sketches from stick figures 
to full-blown characters with this unique 
three-step process. Step-by-step visuals 
illustrate the how-to's of drawing body 
parts, costumes, accessories, faces, 
children, and more. Bring your figure 
to life with techniques you'll learn in 

the chapter on developing body language and facial 
expressions based on the type of production. Master 
your character costume figure drawings for varied body 
types and poses using the book's beautiful drawings for 
inspiration. Make your drawings complete with hats, props, 
and fabrics, and discover how each accessory affects your 
drawing. 350 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $40.50

REGULAR PRICE: $44.95

450616 SCENIC ART FOR THE THEATRE

A must-have resource for anyone who 
wants to produce extraordinary scenery. 
Teachers will relish the chapter devoted 
to scene painting instruction, complete 
with step-by-step instructions. This book 
provides comprehensive instruction on how 
to achieve desired effects in both traditional 
and non-traditional scenic painting so you 
can successfully paint on a wide variety of 

materials using traditional and modern methods. In 
addition to covering various tools, paints, materials, 
surfaces and techniques, the authors also explore 
the complex role of the scenic artist in relation to the 
production staff and offer practical advice for scenic design 
projects and everyday situations. 414 pages
MEMBER PRICE $45.00 

REGULAR PRICE $49.95

450412 THE COMPLETE FASHION SOURCEBOOK 

BY JOHN PEACOCK
This beautifully illustrated, easy reference volume, 
with its year-by-year format, allows changes in 
fashion to be shown in fascinating detail. Day 
wear, evening wear, sports and leisure wear, 
accessories, underwear, and wedding wear are 
all included, and complete descriptions of each 
garment accompany the drawings, itemizing color, 
cut, necklines, lapels, sleeves, pockets, fastenings, 
buttons, and belts. 423 pages 
MEMBER PRICE: $31.50

REGULAR PRICE $34.95
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450658 NEW! STARTING YOUR CAREER AS AN ACTOR

BY JASON PUGATCH
A humorous, personal, insightful, and sometimes 
harshly honest perspective on the demanding 
profession of acting. This practical guide readies 
actors to navigate the world of acting. Packed with 
myth-shattering anecdotes and told in an intruiging 
personal tone, this book is the backstage guide that 
every aspiring actor must read. 280 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450460 VOICEOVERS: TECHNIQUES AND TACTICS FOR

SUCCESS

BY JANET WILCOX
Veteran voiceover actor, writer, producer, and 
teacher Janet Wilcox provides the inside scoop on 
the industry and personal training to help voiceover 
hopefuls find work in network promos, commercials, 
documentaries, books on tape, radio, animated films, 
and more. This rich resource comes with a CD-
ROM featuring vocal exercises and interviews with 
voiceover actors. 197 pages

MEMBER PRICE: $22.50

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450508 CAREERS IN TECHNICAL THEATER

BY MIKE LAWLER
Whether you want to be a theatre tech on Broadway 
or at a regional theatre, in Vegas or at a ballet 
company, this book has everything you need to 
know to pursue your dream. Information is provided 
on job duties, estimated earnings, recommended 
training, and examples of career paths, along 
with insights from working pros on management, 
scenery, audiovisual, costumes, video and projection, 

engineering, and theatrical systems. Learn the specifics of 
more than twenty careers. 256 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00 

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450547 THE ACTOR’S GUIDE TO GETTING THE JOB

BY CAROLYNE BARRY AND KEVIN E. WEST
This two-CD audio program is specifically designed 
for both the new actor ready to start pursuing work 
in commercials, film and TV, and professional 
working actors who want to increase their booking 
ratio. It is designed for actors to play on the way to 
and from their auditions. It is a personal audition 
coach, covering commercial, film, and television 
business aspects and audition techniques. Includes 
a reference booklet. 
MEMBER PRICE: $22.50 

REGULAR PRICE: $24.95

450542 ACTING—MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS: HOW TO AVOID

MISTAKES AND ACHIEVE SUCCESS AS A WORKING

ACTOR

BY PAUL RUSSELL
Casting director Paul Russell talks about surviving and 
thriving in the entertainment industry. What really 
goes on behind the audition table? Why do some actors 
make it while others don’t? What does an actor have to 
do to progress? It’s all here: auditions, agents, handling 
rejection, negotiating, staying healthy, dealing with 
people, and much more. Interviews with working 
actors and agents add depth to Russell’s analysis, 
along with extra tips, tricks, and truths. 320 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95

450564 I GOT IN! THE ULTIMATE COLLEGE AUDITION GUIDE

FOR ACTING AND MUSICAL THEATRE

BY MARY ANNA DENNARD
Nationally recognized college audition coach, 
Mary Anna Dennard, shares her expertise on 
how to prepare for the highly competitive college 
audition process and achieve winning results. Since 
2000 she has helped hundreds of students to the 
most prestigious college performance arts training 
programs in the United States. 110 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $13.50

REGULAR PRICE: $15.00

450546 HIT THE GROUND RUNNING: THE FIRST YEARS OF

YOUR ACTING CAREER 

BY CAROLYNE BARRY
Most how-to books are written by one or two writers, 
yet there are many ways actors become successful. 
This book incorporates opinions and suggestions 
from an array of industry professionals and offers 
information, insights, and techniques to empower 
and guide the new actor. Topics covered include: 
the major entertainment markets; auditioning and 
booking acting work; effective pictures and resumes: 

interning; union membership; academic vs. professional 
training; best actor survival jobs; building confidence; and 
tips and techniques for commercial and theatrical auditions. 
It is an essential book for the new actor. 292 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $21.75

REGULAR PRICE: $22.95

450617 ACTOR MUSCLE: CRAFT. GRIT. WIT. 

A PROFESSIONAL GUIDE TO THE BUSINESS 

OF ACTING

BEVERLY LEECH 
This book was written especially for every actor to 
begin, maintain and sustain a professional life. Starting 
with a realistic game plan, each successive chapter 
is the actor’s next logical move: from headshots and 
resumes, to getting an agent, interview techniques, 
agency contracts, comprehensive methods of casting 
submissions, script breakdown, audition techniques 
for stage/television/film, unions, scams, and more. 

The purpose of this book is for young actors to reach for 
legitimate skills and services to find work in this industry.
268 pages
MEMBER PRICE: $18.00

REGULAR PRICE: $19.95
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450243 CREATING COMPETENT COMMUNICATORS: 

K-6 CLASSROOMS 

Competence in oral communication is the foundation 
of students’ personal and academic success, and the 
need to address communication education in grades 
K-12 has become a crucial national concern. The 
activities in this compact book have been tested in 
classrooms and found to be successful in helping 

students develop competencies in the fundamentals of 
communication, speaking, listening, and media literacy. 
$13.50 

450251 ACTING GAMES 

A working textbook of acting games and improvisations 
for acting students of all ages that explore the essential 
elements of acting and character development. 
Chapters include games for relaxing and focusing, 
helping students discover new ways of seeing 
themselves and the world around them, how to 

use space to build scenes and create characters from 
imagination, and acting games to analyze and play 
characters from existing plays.
$15.25

450261 THEATRE GAMES FOR THE LONE ACTOR 

This book offers theatre games and side coaching 
for the solo player. The handbook presents more 
than forty exercises that allow actors to side coach 
themselves at home, in rehearsal, or in performance.
$11.50 

450262 IMPROVISATION FOR THE THEATRE 

In its third edition, Improvisation for the Theater
is considered the bible for improvisational theatre. 
Spolins techniques changed the nature and practice of 
modern theatre and inspired actors, directors, teachers, 
and writers in theatre, television, and film.
$14.25

450292 SECOND CITY ALMANAC 

Like the theatre itself, the book is a collection of 
diverse ideas, viewpoints, and memories, written by 
a vast array of teachers, actors, and directors who 
all got their start at the legendary comedy theatre 
like Tim Kazurinsky and Tina Fey. The Second City 
method of improv-based comedy has become the 

industry standard. WARNING: This book contains language 
that may not be appropriate for young audiences.
$26.50 

450299 MOST VALUABLE PLAYER AND FOUR OTHER ALL

STAR PLAYS FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL 

AUDIENCES 

A challenging collection of five plays by Mary Hall 
Surface tackle contemporary issues such as race, 
disabilities, alcoholism, and other subjects for middle 
school and high school audiences. 
$15.25

450301 90-MINUTE SHAKESPEARE: ROMEO AND JULIET 

These ready-to-use adaptations of some of the Bards 
most popular plays respect the verse and retain all 
major characters and plotlines. The plays have been 
shortened, but none of Shakespeare's words have 
been changed. For the Shakespeare purist who loves 
the language, but desires a shorter running time, these 

are the scripts to use.
$8.75

450320 AUDITIONING AND ACTING FOR THE CAMERA 

For actors and teachers who recognize there are 
different cameras and different techniques to be 
mastered for each camera. This book will teach you 
special techniques for success in facing the unique 
challenges each type of camera presents. Cameras 
include: the commercial camera, the industrial 
camera (including CD-ROM), the soap opera camera, 

the sit-com camera, and motion picture camera. 
$13.50 

450321 WOMEN PLAYWRIGHTS: THE BEST PLAYS OF 2003 

Six plays from contemporary female voices in theatre, 
including Lynne Kaufman, Laurel Haines, and Amy 
Freed. 
$18.00

450322 HEAD 1ST ACTING: A COMMONSENSE

TECHNIQUE FOR YOUNG ACTORS 

Here is a book on acting craft for teachers and students 
that both explains basic technique with clarity and 
offers one of the largest, most effective collections of 
sure-fire acting games and exercises available. Each 
exercise includes the following: objectives, step-
by-step instructions, suggestions for responding to 

students' questions, and suggestions for building on the 
exercises to develop the craft behind them.
$15.25 

450326 THE COMPLETE AUDITION BOOK 

This text puts auditioning in the context of acting 
training. It will systematically develop audition and 
acting skills over time, throughout the actor’s study 
and career. It shows auditioning as another kind of 
acting performance. The book includes sixty relevant 
acting exercises or explorations, fourteen sample 

audition pieces from contemporary playwrights, and other 
resource material.
$15.25

450329 SKETCH-O-FRENIA 

A rare collection of comedy sketches suitable for 
stage, television, or film. Think: ants, fish, and 
other unlikely creatures satirizing everything we 
consider normal and acceptable. These super-funny 
sketches are short, incisive, and certain to challenge 
any audience. Actors have the chance to perform 
as wild characters in off-the-wall situations. May be 
performed royalty-free.
$16.25 
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450330 MORE THEATRE GAMES FOR  YOUNG PERFORMERS 

Written for those who coach adolescent actors, this 
updated workbook tells you the how, when, what, 
and why of theatre games for young performers. 
Starter scenes allow first-time performers to ease 
onto the stage. Spontaneity is encouraged, along with 
etiquette and basic acting principles. The concepts of 
pantomime, improvisation, character development, 

voice, and body control are all presented in game format 
with exercises. 
$16.25

450334 SPONTANEOUS PERFORMANCE 

With more than two hundred exercises and games, this 
book helps students learn to watch, listen, and think on 
their feet. Improv is a good way to develop confidence, 
build characters, and understand the various aspects of 
acting and drama. Tips and examples are also included 
on how to present or initiate each improv or scene. 
$14.25 

450347  THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION 

Students learn best by doing is the essence of this 
textbook of creative activities. Ten chapters fill a full 
year’s course in speech communication. Involvement 
is essential, and these fun learning experiences 
include rap, pantomime, charades, a game show, 
readers theatre, TV news, a mock trial, talk show 
improvisation, and dozens more. Assignment 

instructions and the sign-up sheet may be reproduced.
$15.25

450349 GRAMMAR WARS 

Improv is a fun way to learn language arts as well as 
acting and theatrical skills. The author, a language arts 
and theatre educator, years ago discovered improv 
exercises and games that blur the lines between 
performance and language practice. The games are 
divided into three levels of difficulty: easy, moderate, 
and difficult. May be used as a supplemental text in 

English and drama classes.
$15.25 

450350 GRAMMAR WARS II 

In addition to over 115 new games, the author explains 
productive and defensive behaviors that students exhibit 
in the performance of the exercises. By encouraging 
productive behavior, teachers can help students learn 
performance skills as well as punctuation, grammar, 
and parts of speech. This book can be used as a 
supplemental text in English and drama classes. 
$14.25

450351 PLAYING SCENES FROM CLASSIC LITERATURE 

Key moments from the classics are seen and heard 
in dramatic form. Jane Eyre, Huckleberry Finn, Don 
Quixote, Cyrano de Bergerac, and more perform “live” 
in monologues and short scenes. Each scene in the 
book is preceded by a short description of the scene 
itself. The book’s many scenes may be used for acting 
classes, literature classes, rehearsal work, and auditions. 
$15.25 

450353 IMPROVISATION FOR ACTORS AND WRITERS 

Successful improv requires the skill of the actor, the 
talent of the comedian, and the ideas of the writer 
rolled into one. This book examines the concepts that, 
when understood, hit the student like falling anvils: 
1. Collaboration: working with the group mind, 2. 
Agreement: Just Say Yes, 3. Foundation: Who, What, 
and Where and 4. Exploring: Finding the Game. 
$16.25

450354 SCREEN TEEN WRITERS 

This informative text demonstrates how any student 
can create a saleable screenplay idea or script. After 
telling the readers how to sell their work in Hollywood, 
this workbook gives nuts-and-bolts instruction in 
all basic writing principles for independent study. 
Inspirational interviews with successful Hollywood 
writers of all ages accompany most of the fourteen 
chapters. 
$13.50 

450356 THE MIME BOOK 

The great French mime performer, Claude Kipnis, 
reveals the mechanisms and techniques of mime 
in an easy-to-understand translation. This is a 
functional “how to” and “why to” instructional guide. 
Individual exercises are included with detailed 
coverage of body movements, the illusion, and how 
to create a world. 
$15.25 

450278 MIDDLE MANIA, VOLUME TWO 

Middle Mania! Volume Two continues where the first 
book left off. This book is a template for constructing 
a healthy drama curriculum for young performers in 
middle school.
$15.25

450362 A STUDY IN RHYTHMS & CONCEPTS VIDEO 

This video expands on the basics 
in The Mastery of Mimodrame. 
Concepts include time, mass, 
distance, atmosphere, emotion, 
intelligence, and seeing objects 
such as people, butterflies, cars, 
horses and swings. Also includes 
the manipulation of imaginary 
objects such as a ball or hat. An 

excellent resource to supplement. The Mastery of Mimodrame series. 
22-minute video with outline booklet. $27.00

450363 LET'S PUT ON A SHOW! 

Every beginning participant in a play production 
should have a copy of this book to learn theatre 
vocabulary and what they can do to make a show 
work. The nuts and bolts of staging a show are 
included in this text. It covers scripting, casting, 
staging, sets and scenery, props, costumes, and 
makeup. Also included are the basics of backstage 

and technical particulars. 
$18.00 
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450364  TRUTH IN COMEDY 

The “Harold” is an improvisational tool that uses 
a theme suggestion from the audience. Teams of 
6 or 7 players “free associate” the theme into a 
series of rapid-fire one-liners that build into totally 
unpredictable skits with hilarious results. Team 
scoring is based on applause. The “Harold” is a 
fun way to loosen up and learn to think quickly, 

build community, develop characterizations, and sharpen 
humor; all part of successful improvising. 
$16.25

450365 PLAY DIRECTING IN THE SCHOOL 

Directing plays in schools requires knowledge and 
talents far different than directing for community or 
professional theatre. In ten comprehensive chapters 
the author explains budgeting, scheduling, faculty 
politics, motivating and disciplining students, and 
many other school-life realities beyond a director's or 
teacher's job definition. The book speaks from years 

of experience of a talented teacher and director who has 
“been there and done that.” 
$18.00 

450371 STAGING MUSICALS FOR YOUNG PERFORMERS 

Every aspect of theatrical production from 
characterization and costumes to insurance and fire 
regulations is included in this comprehensive text. 
Includes information on teaching theatrical basics, 
casting, rehearsals, preparing scenes, costumes, 
makeup, scenery, props, lighting, sound, publicity, 
and much more. An invaluable guide for teaching 

acting, singing, and dancing skills. Useful for both novice 
and experienced directors of musical and non-musical 
play productions. 
$18.00

450373 THE ART OF AUDITIONING 

An Emmy-nominated network daytime casting 
director highlights the difference between the craft of 
acting and the business of auditioning and how those 
two worlds meet in television. Readers will learn 
proven, effective preparation techniques, including 
asking the right questions, making specific acting 
choices, sitting versus standing, finding beats and 

beat changes, establishing objectives, dictating pace, finding 
a sense of urgency, using spontaneity, and much more. 
$18.00 

450374 ACTING THAT MATTERS 

A different take on acting that rejects emotion as an 
acting tool. Actors, directors, and acting teachers 
will learn to separate the creative process into three 
distinct phases and discover how each relates to 
the others to create performances based in logic 
and truth. Find the key words and phrases, as well 
as techniques for “scoring” a script, finding proper 

tempo and rhythm, modulating volume and intensity, 
using theatrical stillness effectively, finding beat actions, 
listening to one’s acting partners, and more.
$15.25

450376 BUILDING THE SUCCESSFUL THEATRE COMPANY 

Through personal experience and the “war stories” of 
esteemed stage veterans, the author reveals the pitfalls, 
passions, and practicalities of the theatre industry. 
Chapters include developing business and budget 
plans, rehearsing, attracting attention with publicity 
and word-of-mouth, adapting to growth, and more. 
$18.00 

450377 THE BUSINESS OF THEATRICAL DESIGN  

In this book, a design veteran of stage, film, television, 
concerts, and special events shares his success secrets 
for helping costume, scenic, and lighting designers 
become successful businesspeople. Readers will learn 
the state of the business and the latest information 
regarding IRS, state, and business liabilities; salary fee 
scales; equipment costs; professional organizations; 
unions and contract issues; and much more. 
$18.00 

450420 ACTING IS A JOB: REAL-LIFE LESSONS ABOUT THE

ACTING BUSINESS 

Jason Pugatch and other up-and-coming-starts share 
anecdotes about their employment experiences, 
while agents, managers, and casting directors offer 
clear-eyed business advice. Some of the chapters 
cover: effective networking and self-promotion, 
finding a “money job” that allows you to work your 

“real job,” the economic realities of acting, and how 
to make typecasting work for you. 
$18.00 
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SHAKESPEARE ON THE DOUBLE: 

Each book allows you to appreciate Shakespeare in plain English 
with the original text on one page and the modern English translation 
on the opposing page. Each book contains: 

• A brief synopsis of the plot and action
• A comprehensive character list that describes the characteristics, 

motivations, and actions of each major player
• A visual character map that shows the relationships of major 

characters
• A cycle-of-death graphic that pinpoints the sequence of deaths and 

includes who dies, how they die, and why
• Reflective questions that help you understand the themes of the play

450433 MACBETH

$8.25

450434 HAMLET

$8.25

450437 ACTING FOR LIFE 

A comprehensive text for high school and college level 
teachers and students. Sections cover basic acting skills, 
preparing to perform a scene, techniques in character 
development, the play script, and film acting.
$18.00

450445 ACTING FOR YOUNG ACTORS: 

THE ULTIMATE  TEEN GUIDE 

Acting advice and tips (for kids) on auditioning, unions, 
rehearsing, and breaking into showbiz.
$15.50

450447 MAKING REAL-LIFE VIDEOS 

This unique accessible guide for living room and 
classroom provides detailed instructions for creating 
professional-looking, exciting documentaries. 
$18.00 

450448 SCREENWRITING FROM THE HEART 

This book shows aspiring filmmakers, writers, and 
novelists how to catch an agent's eye and develop a 
successful script-writing career. 
$15.50

450449 ELEMENTS OF STYLE FOR SCREENWRITERS 

This Los Angeles Times best-seller is a reference 
masterpiece on the art of clear and concise principles 
of screenplay formatting, structure, and style for 
screenwriters. 
$11.75 

450474 DIARY OF A MAD PLAYWRIGHT

A funny yet truthful personal history by the co-author 
of the book for A Chorus Line. Subtitled “Perilous 
Adventures on the Road with Mary Martin and Carol 
Channing.” 
$15.50

450428 THE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL AUDITION 

This guidebook gives young actors advice for musical 
theatre and straight play auditions, beginning with 
that daunting first step: finding the perfect music or 
monologue. Find out the inside information on who 
does the casting and what they’re looking for; advice 
on how to showcase your unique talent in a two-
minute audition; how to cope with nerves and trust 
yourself under pressure; and how to be prepared and 

professional from the moment you enter the room. 
$15.50

450480 THE AUDIENCE & THE PLAYWRIGHT 

Playwright Mayo Simon illuminates the experience of 
theatre in a unique handbook for audience members. 

“Mayo Simon would be a wonderful opening night 
date,” says former Actors Theatre of Louisville 
producing director Jon Jory. “Short of Mayo as a date, 
this book is your best companion.”
$22.50 

450497 HOW TO BE A WORKING ACTOR: THE INSIDER'S

GUIDE TO FINDING JOBS IN THEATER, FILM, AND 

TELEVISION 

Considered by many as the definitive book about the 
business of acting, this book approaches the careers 
of working actors as a business and not just learning 
and mastering acting techniques. From improving 
audition skills to finding an agent, this updated edition 
includes sections on ongoing training, the developing 

“cyberbiz,” updates on actors’ unions, and new ideas 
from industry professionals. 
$18.00

450509 SUGARED & SPICED: 100 MONOLOGUES FOR GIRLS

BY MARY DEPNER
Whether you are looking for a monologue that is 
sweet and funny or serious and thought-provoking, 
this book has it all. Colorful characters and inventive 
situations make these monologues fun to read and 
a blast to perform. 130 pages
$10.75
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450435 ROMEO & JULIET

$8.25

450436 JULIUS CAESAR

$8.25
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CLASSROOM  •  MIME  •  THEATRE GAMES & IMPROVISATION  •  ACTING AND DIRECTING  •  VOCAL TECHNIQUE AND SINGING   

FILM AND VIDEO  •  MULTICULTURAL  •  MIDDLE SCHOOL  •  MONOLOGUES  •  TECHNICAL THEATRE  •  CAREERS  •  WHILE THEY LAST

450501 SETTING UP YOUR SCENES: THE INNER

WORKINGS OF GREAT FILMS 

An invaluable resource for screenwriter, 
cinematographer, actor, director, and editor. 
The author uses examples from six decades of 
international films to illustrate what happens 
when story, character, dialogue, text, subtext, 

and set-ups come together to create cinematic magic.
$22.50 

450502 FILM AND VIDEO BUDGETS 

This no-nonsense guide tells you how to prepare 
all kinds of budgets, and gives actual samples with 
detailed explanations including student projects. 
Includes free Excel budget templates that readers 
can download from the Web.
$24.25

450505 SCREENWRITING 101: THE ESSENTIAL CRAFT OF

FEATURE FILM WRITING 

This book provides screenwriters with the tools 
necessary to create and market a successful 
screenplay. Key topics covered include: structure; 
characters and style; the business of screenwriting; 
the economics of film; agents, attorneys, and the 
screenwriter; and more. 
$15.50

450245 VIOLA SPOLIN’S THEATER GAMES FOR THE

CLASSROOM (CD-ROM) 

Based on the best-selling book by Viola Spolin, 
this new CD-ROM offers the most comprehensive 
theatre instruction for all types of students, from 
small children to young adults. First developed by 
Spolin, the originator of modern improvisational 
theatre techniques, these games have been tried 
and tested for over fifty years.
$36.00

450247 THEATRE GAMES AND BEYOND 

A teachers handbook of over 140 theatre games 
designed to stimulate creativity in students of all 
ages. The games progress from Orientation to 
more advanced games that develop the senses, 
coordination, and spontaneity. Sample workshops 
provide a guide for using the games. Anyone 
working with young (or old) performers in schools, 
colleges, or community theatre will find this book 

a valuable resource.
$15.25

450250 THEATRE GAMES FOR YOUNG PERFORMERS 

Written especially for those who coach adolescent 
actors, this workbook tells you how, when, what, 
and why of theatre games for young performers. 
Anyone working with young actors in schools or 
recreational centers will find this book exceptionally 
helpful. The basics of pantomime, improvisations, 
voice control, monologues, and dialogues are all 
presented in game formats with exercises and 

worksheets for easy organization. 
$15.25 

450315 THE BEST MEN’S STAGE MONOLOGUES 2002 

EDITED BY D.L. LEPIDUS
Thirty-eight monologues for men with works by 
Don Nigro, John Patrick Shanley, Athol Fugard, and 
others. Royalty-free for auditions and class study. 
100 pages
$11.00

450316 THE BEST WOMEN’S STAGE MONOLOGUES 2002

EDITED BY D.L. LEPIDUS
Thirty-nine monologues for women with works by 
Tina Howe, Beth Henley, Lanford Wilson, Athol 
Fugard, and others. Royalty-free for auditions and 
class study. 102 pages
$11.00

450468 NEW PLAYWRIGHTS:  THE BEST PLAYS OF 2006

EDITED BY D. L. LEPIDUS
This volume includes seven critically acclaimed 
plays by upcoming writers John Cariani, Barbara 
Dana, Eisa Davis, Kenny Finkle, Michael Golamco, 
Danai Gurira, Nikkole Salter, and Sharr White. 
The plays, produced on the stages of New York 
and Louisville, explore everything from the life 
of a cute feline to black women dealing with the 
tragedy of AIDS. A great addition to any library. 

393 pages
$18.00
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No returns of EdTA resources except damaged goods.  

No cash refunds. 

No returns after 30 days.  

Prices subject to change without notice.
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  

PAPER   •  DECOR  •  BAGS  •  COOZIE  •  BOOKMARKS  •  FRAMES

A. THESPIAN STICKER

This metallic sticker is perfect for book covers, folders, 
and anyone who loves Thespians. 3½" diameter
400103 • $2.00

B. “YIN/YANG” STICKER

This eye-grabbing sticker uses the classic yin and yang symbol 
for unity to show the interdependent relationship of the 
technical and performance aspects of theatre. 3" diameter
400261 • $2.00

C. ITS STATIC CLING DECAL

Put this in your window to show your 
Thespian pride. 
4" × 4"
400153 • $2.00

D. THESPIAN PARENT STATIC CLING DECAL

Where would you be without them? 
4" × 3" on clear static-cling plastic.
400243 • $2.00

E. VINYL PROUD PARENT STICKER

Don't forget to ask permission before you put this 
attractive sticker on Mom and Dad’s cars. 4" × 3"
400290 • $2.00

F. THESPIAN ALUMNI STATIC CLING DECAL

More than 2 million people have earned the right to 
display this decal in their window. Be sure you get yours. 
4" × 3"
400251 • $1.00 EACH

G. VINYL ALUMNI STICKER 

This vinyl sticker is perfect for cars, windows, tablets, 
or anywhere else where you have a chance to show 
your pride. 4" × 3"
400285 • $2.00

H. “I LOVE” STICKER

4" × 6"
400158 • $2.00

I. “I’D RATHER” STICKER

4" × 6"
400159 • $2.00

J. “IN THE DARK” STICKER

4" × 4"
400263 • $2.00

K. “DARK SIDE” STICKER

4" × 4"
400157 • $2.00

L. “SAFE SETS” STICKER 

400274 • $2.00

F.

G.

A.

F.

E.

C.

B.

D.

H.

I.

E.

J.

K.

L.

ORDER ONLINE AT 
schooltheatre.org/store
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  

PAPER   •  DECOR  •  BAGS  •  COOZIE  •  BOOKMARKS  •  FRAMES

M.

R.

O. P.

N.

S.

M. “ON STAGE” STICKER

3¾" × 6½" 
400160 • $2.00 

N. DARK SIDE “POWER” STICKER

3¾" × 6½" 
400267 • $2.00

O. ITS MAGNET

2" × 2"
400249 • $1.00

P. “DARK SIDE” MAGNET

2" × 2"
400247 • $1.00

Q. ITS TEMPORARY TATTOOS

“Mom, wake up! It’s only temporary.  
It’ll wash off, honest!” 1" × 11/8" 
400154 • $1.00 (pack of 4)

R. “YIN/YANG” BUTTON

This unique button celebrates the unity of the 
technical and performance sides of a show using 
the classic yin and yang symbol. 2" diameter
400260 • $1.00 

S. THESPIAN MOTTO BUTTON

The ITS motto encircles the word 
THESPIANS. 1¼"
400102 • $1.00

T. “DARK SIDE” BUTTON

2" × 2"
400151 • $1.00

U. “IN THE DARK” BUTTON

2" diameter
400258 • $1.00

V. “SAFE SETS” BUTTON 

2" diameter
400273 • $1.00

W. THESPIAN ALUMNI BUTTON 

When you’re one of over 2 MILLION
 Thespian Alumni you have the 
right to brag. 1¾" diameter
400276 $ 1.00

X. “BREAK A LEG” BUTTON

Support your fellow theatre artists by
sharing this traditional good luck wish.
2" × 2" 
400268 • $1.00

Y. “ON STAGE” BUTTON 

2" × 2"
400269 • $1.00

T.
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  

PAPER   •  DECOR  •  BAGS  •  COOZIE  •  BOOKMARKS  •  FRAMES

AA. ITS METAL KEY RING

1¼" × 3"
400140 • $4.00 

BB. ITS BRASS TICKET KEY RING

1¼" × 3"
400141 • $7.00

CC. 2015 SUNCATCHER/ORNAMENT

Laser etched 3" glass diamond features 
the ITS icon.
4002015 • $15.00

DD. ITS PLASTIC KEY RING

1½" × 1½"
400115 • $2.00

EE. TECHIES KEY RING

1¾" diameter 
400282 • $2.00

FF. YIN/YANG PLASTIC KEY RING

1¾" diameter
400265 • $2.00

GG. “DARK SIDE” PLASTIC KEY RING

1¾" diameter
400266 • $2.00

HH. “BREAK A LEG” KEY RING

1½"  × 1½" 
400283 • $2.00

II. ALUMNI KEY RING

1¾" diameter
400284 • $2.00

JJ. THESPIAN “BEENER”

2½" long.
400150 • $2.00

KK. FLASHLIGHT WITH BEENER 

This 3" blue LED mini-light is just what the 
prepared techie needs back stage. The 2" “beener”  
allows you to hang it right where you'll need it.
400288 • $5.00

GG.

DD.

JJ.

AA.
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  

PAPER   •  DECOR  •  BAGS  •  COOZIE  •  BOOKMARKS  •  FRAMES

LL. DELUXE LIGHT WRITER

A Blue LED light softly illuminates the area 
around this pen's tip. That makes it perfect for 
taking notes during rehearsals in a darkened 
theatre or backstage. Black ink cartridge and 
batteries are replaceable. 5½"
400111 • $8.00

MM. ITS PEN

This great-looking pen features a comfort  
grip and boasts of your support for the 
International Thespian Society. Makes 
a great “thank you” for a job well done. 
5½"
400248 • $2.00

NN. THESPIAN FOLDER 

Two-pocket folder holds class notes, rehearsal 
notes, and Thespiana. 9" × 12"
400254 • $2.00

OO. ITS NOTEBOOK

Blue notebook, with the ITS icon in gold, includes  
a replaceable 5" × 8" stationery pad. 
400255 • $8.00 

PP. EdTA PADFOLIO 

This attractive padfolio is adorned with the  
EdTA logo. It includes a pocket, pen holder, 
and 8½" × 11" replaceable lined writing pad.
400256 • $9.00 

QQ. NOTECARDS

Perfect for thank-yous and other greetings. 
4¼" × 5½"
400132 • $20.00 (PACK OF 24)

LL.

MM.

No returns except damaged goods.  

No cash refunds. 

No returns after 30 days.  

Prices subject to change without notice.

NN.

OO.

QQ.

PP.
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  
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RR. THESPIAN MOTTO BANNER

Whether hanging on a wall or podium, this  
24" x 16" banner will reinforce the Thespian 
Motto’s importance to all who see it.
400294 • $45.00

SS. THESPIAN PLEDGE BANNER

New members of the International Thespian 
Society typically recite the Thespian Pledge as 
part of their induction ceremony. This banner 
allows you to proudly display the pledge in a 
classroom, hallway, office, on a podium, or at 
home. 24" x 16"
400296 • $45.00

TT. ITS BANNER

This striking banner looks great on a podium, wall, 
or wherever you choose to hang it. Kit includes  
100% rayon banner, dowel, end caps, and cord. 
Packed rolled in a tube to prevent wrinkles. 
24" × 16"
400270 • $45.00

UU. 6-FOOT ITS TABLE DRAPE 

This 72" x 88" polyester table drape boldly 
features the full-color ITS icon on the front. 
Perfect for your induction ceremony and ticket 
or refreshments tables.
400293 • $79.00

VV. ITS TABLE RUNNER 

Sometimes a table runner is just the right touch 
for your table. The full-color ITS icon adorns 
the end of this 27" x 73.5" polyester runner. 
Hang this over the front of your white table-
cloth for an impressive look.
400295 • $59.00 

WW. ITS TABLECLOTH

Whether it’s for your induction ceremony, a 
fundraiser, or a display, this beautiful nylon 
tablecloth will surely catch everyone’s eye. 
Sized to fit 6' and 8' tables. Total dimensions: 
157" × 88" 
400264 • $99.00

XX. ITS PENNANT 

Whether in your room, locker, or car, this fun 
pennant is a great way to display your pride in 
being a Thespian. 8" × 18"
400275 • $5.00

NEW
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STICKERS & DECALS  •  MAGNETS  •  TEMPORARY TATTOOS  •  BUTTONS  •  KEY RINGS  •  BEENERS  •  PENS  

PAPER   •  DECOR  •  BAGS  •  COOZIE  •  BOOKMARKS  •  FRAMES

YY. DRAWSTRING BAG

Ideal for the “well-traveled” theatre artist, this nylon 
drawstring bag is adorned with replicas of many Thespian 
Spirit buttons and stickers.
400291 • $8.00

ZZ. & AAA. SADDLE BRIEF BAGS

A zippered main compartment with a deluxe organizer, 
pen loops, and a cell phone/PDA pocket make this the  
perfect bag to keep everything at your fingertips. Expands  
from 4" to 6" to carry laptops with room to spare. Choose  
either the Educational Theatre Association or International 
Thespian Society logo to adorn your pocket flap. 
14" wide × 12" high × 4-6" deep
ZZ. EDTA LOGO: 400252 • $20.00

AAA. ITS LOGO: 400253 • $20.00

BBB. EMBROIDERED EDTA BRIEF BAG

This heavy-duty bag features the EdTA logo embroidered 
on the saddle flap. The zippered main storage expands 
from 4" to 6" to handle laptops with room to spare. 
Pockets on and under the flap provide convenient 
storage without opening the main compartment. Pen, 
business card, and cell phone/PDA pockets make this 
the only bag you’ll ever need. Brass swivel-clip shoulder 
strap included. Approx. 16" wide × 13" high × 4-6" deep
400257 • $25.00

CCC. “JUST BE” THESPIAN ENERGY COOZIE 

Snap this custom coozie around your can or bottle to  
keep your drink cool while letting people know that  
Thespians know how to “Just Be” their character. (bottle 
not included) 33/8" - 9½"
400289 • $3.00

DDD. ITS BOOKMARK - PLASTIC 

Whether you’re reading a script, school book, or magazine, 
this durable plastic bookmark will keep your place for 
you. 7" × 2"
400277 • $2.00

EEE. ITS BOOKMARK - METAL 

Attractive and sturdy, this aluminum bookmark is an 
impressive way to mark your place in a script, book, or 
magazine. 5" × 1¼"
400278 • $4.00

FFF. ACT WELL PICTURE HOLDER

Slide your 4" × 6" photo into the acrylic frame 
to put it “in the spotlight.” Letherette base is 
laser etched with the beginning of the 
Thespian Motto “Act well…”
400286 • $15.00

BBB.

EEE.

DDD.

ZZ. AAA.

CCC.

FFF.

NEW YY.
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FOR ALL TROUPES  •  THESPIAN AND GRADUATION HONORS  •  JUNIOR THESPIAN HONORS  

AWARDS  •  TROPHIES  •  PLAQUES 

Items on this page 

may be ordered  

only by troupe 

directors of active 

Thespian or Junior 

Thespian troupes,  

as appropriate. 

ORDER ONLINE AT 
schooltheatre.org/store

A. THESPIAN 

MEMBERSHIP ROLL 

The roll for junior and high 
school troupes can list up to 110  
members. 13" × 16"
550202 • $4.00

B. REPLACEMENT  

TROUPE CHARTER

For the replacement of an original  
high school charter. 13" × 16"
550201 • $4.00

C. REPLACEMENT JUNIOR 

TROUPE CHARTER 

Replacement for a damaged or 
lost original. 13" × 16"
550301 • $4.00

D. CERTIFICATE OF 

RECOGNITION

When special service deserves 
recognition, this is the certificate 
to use. Gold foil icon and seal.  
8½" × 11"
550401 • $2.00

TROUPE RECORDS RESEARCH

The most recent 15 years of your 
troupe's history is available for FREE.  
When you log in to your troupe's 
homepage at schooltheatre.org,  
you have live access to active and 
alumni member reports. Fill in 
the gaps from 16+ years ago by 
requesting troupe records research.  
We'll photocopy all induction rosters  
in your troupe's file that are 16 or 
more years old and send them to you. 

NOTE: Rush service not available for 
this item. Please allow 30 days for 
research and delivery.

16+ YEARS

550160 • $50.00

E. ITS HONORS RIBBON

Place all of your ITS honor pins 
on this 3" blue ribbon and pin 
it to your letter jacket or shirt to 
show pride in your achievements. 
15/8"  × 3"
550403 • $10.00

F. THESPIAN SEALS 

These 1½" gold foil self-adhesive 
seals may be used to create official 
troupe documents or seal envelopes.
550405 • $2.00 (sheet of 12)

A. 

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Pins not 
included

Thespians earn the rank of  Honor Thespian after 
accumulating 60 Thespian points (or your troupe’s 
equivalent). Thespians earning 120 points may be 
awarded the National Honor Thespian pin. The 
rank of International Honor Thespian is bestowed 
upon those who accumulate 180 or more points.

G. HONOR THESPIAN PIN

¾" × ¼" 
275430 • $7.00

H. NATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN PIN 

¾" × ¼" 
275431 • $9.00

I. INTERNATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN PIN 
7/8"  × 5/16"  
275432 • $11.00
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Thespian induction pins may be awarded only after 
high school students have earned their rst 10 points  
and of cial Thespian status with T . Thespian point 
stars represent 10 points (or equivalent) beyond the 
initial induction. 

*Note: When a troupe has adjusted their ITS point system to better 
suit their program, ITS inductions and honors are awarded based 
on that troupe’s equivalent point totals rather than the standard 
levels listed in ITS materials.

f cially inducted Thespians with a cumulative .0  
GPA (on a 4.0 scale) at the end of  the tenth grade,  
or any subsequent grading period, earn  the distinction 
of  Thespian cholar. Those with  a .  GPA become  
a Vice President’s List Scholar and students with a 
4.0 GPA are awarded the President’s List Scholar  
distinction. Full details are online in the Thespian 
Troupe Handbook. These custom pins look great on 
the Thespian Honors ibbon  (item 2 42 ).

K. THESPIAN SCHOLAR PIN 

1" × ½" 
275420 • $7.00  

L. VICE PRESIDENT’S LIST 

THESPIAN SCHOLAR PIN 

1¼" × ½" 
275433 • $8.00

M. PRESIDENT’S LIST 

THESPIAN SCHOLAR PIN 

1¼ × ½" 
275434 • $8.00

J. THESPIAN  

INDUCTION PIN 
5/8" × ¾" 
275333 • $8.00 

J. THESPIAN POINT  

STAR PIN 
3/8" × 3/8"  
275424 • $4.00

J. 

J.

K.

 

L.

.

M.

N.

O.

P.

 

Q.

 

 

R.

S.

 

 

 

T.

 

U.

N. THESPIAN TROUPE  

OFFICER PIN 

¾" × 5/8"     
275440 • $6.00

O. THESPIAN TROUPE 

PRESIDENT PIN 

¾" × 5/8"      
275441 • $6.00

P. THESPIAN TROUPE 

 VICE PRESIDENT PIN 

¾" × 5/8"      
275442 • $6.00

Q. THESPIAN TROUPE 

SECRETARY PIN 

¾" × 5/8"      
275443 • $6.00

R. THESPIAN TROUPE 

TREASURER PIN

¾" × 5/8"    
275444 • $6.00

S. THESPIAN TROUPE 

HISTORIAN PIN 
¾" × 5/8"      
275445 • $6.00

T. THESPIAN TROUPE 

WEBMASTER PIN 

¾" × 5/8"   
275446 • $6.00

U. STATE THESPIAN  

OFFICER PIN  

¾" × 5/8"   
275447 • $6.00

Thespian and graduation honors items on pages 46–50 may be ordered only by troupe directors of active Thespian troupes.  

They may only be awarded to Thespians whose ITS induction dues have been paid.
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FOR ALL TROUPES  •  THESPIAN AND GRADUATION HONORS  •  JUNIOR THESPIAN HONORS  
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Products in this catalog are not shown at actual size. 

The Thespian beanie and Thespian letter patches  
are traditional gifts to commemorate your student’s 
induction into T  or levels of  achievement. 

W.   X.   Y.

Z.        AA.            BB.BB.

Use these enameled  
gold-toned Thespian  
medallions, featuring  
the Thespian icon, to 
honor the achievements  
of  your students. 

CC. THESPIAN 

RECOGNITION MEDALLION

Specify ribbon color: blue/gold 
or white. If no color is specified, 
you will receive blue/gold.
1¾" diameter medallion 
275161 • $9.00

DD. THESPIAN 

ACHIEVEMENT MEDALLION

Specify ribbon color: blue/gold  
or white. If no color is specified, 
you will receive blue/gold.
2" diameter medallion
275163 • $11.00

EE. THESPIAN HONOR 

MEDALLION 

Specify ribbon color: blue/gold 
or white. If no color is specified, 
you will receive blue/gold.
2¼" diameter medallion.
275165 • $13.00

FF. GRADUATION  

HONOR CORDS

NEW LOOK! We've added a 
Thespian charm to our cords.  
Now, ITS cords will stand out  
more than ever. Designed to be 
worn over the shoulders with the  
tassels in the front. Specify color:  
blue/gold, gold, or blue. If no 
color is specified, you will 
receive blue/gold. 62"
275150 • $13.00

CC.

DD.

EE.

V. THESPIAN BEANIE

275201 • $14.00

W. FELT LETTER

3" × 4¼"
275209 • $6.00

X. CHENILLE LETTER

5" × 6"
275206 • $20.00

Y. BEST THESPIAN LETTER

3¾" × 5"
275211 • $8.00

Z. HONOR THESPIAN 

LETTER  

3¾" × 5"  
275213 • $8.00

AA. NATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN LETTER 

3¾" × 5" 
275215 • $8.00

BB. INTERNATIONAL 

HONOR THESPIAN 

LETTER 

3¾" × 5" 
275217 • $8.00

V.

NEW LOOK

FF.
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Thespian Scholar products are designed for those  
students who not only excel in theatre, but in their  
academic pursuits. To be eligible, inducted Thespians  
must have at least a cumulative .0 GPA (on a 4-point 
scale), plus ful ll other criteria as described in The  
Thespian Troupe Handbook.

JJ. THESPIAN  

SCHOLAR CORD

NEW LOOK FOR 2015. One 
scholar cord features a Thespian  
charm on the end. Recognize  
Thespians who earn the 
destinction of “Thespian Scholar” 
with this striking blended cord. 
Specify white/gold or blue/gold  
when ordering. If no color 
is specified, you will receive 
blue/gold. 62"
275422 • $14.00 

 

KK. THESPIAN  

SCHOLAR STOLE

WHILTE THEY LAST! This 
distinctive stole features an 
embroidered banner celebrating 
the recipient's scholastic 
achievements. Specify color, 
blue or white. If no color is 
specified, you will receive blue.
57"
275421 • $25.00

LL. PREMIUM  

HONOR STOLE

An embroidered ITS icon patch 
on each side makes this stole 
very distinctive. The 57" satin 
stole is a great addition to any 
Troupe’s recognition awards.  
Specify stole color, blue or white,  
when ordering. If no color is 
specified, you will receive blue.
275451 • $25.00

MM. PREMIUM  

SCHOLAR STOLE

The ITS and Thespian Scholar 
icons combine to make truly  
outstanding embroidered patches  
on this beautiful 57" stole. Specify  
stole color, blue or white, when  
ordering. If no color is specified,  
you will receive blue.
275453 • $30.00

KK.

MM.

JJ.

At graduation, recognize  
your students’ achievements  
with these exclusive  
Thespian tassels, honor 
cords, and stoles.

GG. WHITE THESPIAN  

HONOR STOLE

WHILE THEY LAST! Use this 57"  
screen-printed white-satin stole 
to recognize that outstanding 
Thespian at your awards ceremony.
275101 • $20.00

HH. GRADUATION TASSEL

A 15" Graduation tassel with 
our Thespian charm attached.
275345 • $12.00

II. ACADEMIC 

ACHIEVEMENT COLLAR

This distinctive satin collar features  
the ITS and Thespian Scholar icons  
on a striking embroidered patch. 
Award your students who are 
official Thespians AND who have  
a 3.0 or higher GPA. Specify collar  
color, blue or white, when ordering.  
If no color is specified, you will 
receive blue. 
275456 • $35.00

GG.

HH.

NEW

NEW

II.

LL.
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FF. HONOR THESPIAN 

CERTIFICATE

The official award for Thespians  
who have earned the rank of  
Honor Thespian. Gold foil icon  
and seal.
8½" × 11"
275405 • $2.00

GG. NATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN CERTIFICATE

Recognize those students who  
have earned 120 points on the  
Thespian point system by 
presenting them with this 
attractive certificate. The perfect  
complement to the National 
Honor Thespian Pin on page 46.  
8½" × 11"
275407 • $2.00

HH. INTERNATIONAL 

HONOR THESPIAN  

CERTIFICATE

Students who earn 180 Thespian  
points or more are bestowed with 
the distinction of International  
Honor Thespian. This impressive  
certificate with its gold foil border  
complements the International 
Honor Thespian pin on page 46.  
8½" × 11"
275409 • $3.00 

II. BEST THESPIAN 

CERTIFICATE

An award for the Thespian with  
that special something. Gold foil  
icon and seal. 
8½" × 11"
275403 • $2.00

JJ. HONOR THESPIAN BARS

The ¼" × 1" self-adhesive bars 
are for the membership certificates 
of Thespians who have earned 
60 points.
275411 • $3.00 (sheet of 24)

KK. NATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN BARS

Add these ½" × 1½" bars to  
the membership certificates of 
Thespians who have earned  
120 points.
275417 • $3.00 (sheet of 12)

LL. INTERNATIONAL HONOR 

THESPIAN BARS

Add these ½" × 1½" bars to 
the membership certificates of 
Thespians who have earned 
180 points.
275419 • $3.00 (sheet of 12)

MM. PAPER STARS

One of these 5/8" gold foil self-
adhesive stars may be affixed 
to a Thespian’s membership 
certificate for each 10 points 
beyond induction.
275413 • $2.00 (sheet of 20)c
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JJ.

KK.
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A. JUNIOR THESPIAN 

RECOGNITION MEDALLION

A 1½" diameter gold-toned 
medallion. Specify ribbon color:  
blue/gold or white. If no color 
is specified, you will receive 
blue/gold.
225119 • $7.00

B. JUNIOR THESPIAN 

OFFICER PIN 

¾" x 5/8"
225130 • $6.00

Recognize middle and 
junior high school 
student achievement 
with these items 
developed for our 
Junior Thespians. 

C. JUNIOR THESPIAN 

INDUCTION PIN

Awarded to students who earn Jr.  
Thespian status by accumulating 
10 points (or your troupe’s 
equivalent). 
5/8" diameter
225122 • $6.00

D. JUNIOR  

THESPIAN CHARM

Our ½" gold-toned charm,  
featuring the Thespian icon.
225124 • $6.00

E. JUNIOR THESPIAN POINT 

STAR PIN

Each Junior Thespian point star 
represents 10 additional points (or  
your Junior troupe's equivalent) 
beyond the initial 10 required 
for induction. Use point stars to  
recognize milestones reached 
throughout the student's middle 
school years.
3/8" diameter
225126 • $4.00

F. JUNIOR THESPIAN 

SCHOLAR PIN

Officially inducted Junior 
Thespians who have a cumulative  
3.0 GPA (on a 4.0 scale) at the end  
of 7th grade or any grading 
period thereafter earn the special  
distinction of being a Junior 
Thespian Scholar. Full details are 
in the official Junior Thespian 
Troupe Handbook.
1" x 3/8"
225128 • $5.00

A.

C.

D.

E.

F.

B.

Items on this page may be ordered only by troupe directors of 

active Junior Thespian troupes.  They may only be awarded to 

Junior Thespians whose ITS induction dues have been paid.
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IMPORTANT: Some items require you to choose an  

icon color; blue or black. If no color is selected you  

will receive blue.

Sublimation, engraving, and shipping charges are  

included with all award, trophy, and plaque orders.

E. PINNACLE AWARD

An extraordinary way to recognize 
extraordinary achievement. Nearly 
8½" tall and made of ¾" acrylic, 
this impressive award’s gold 

“silhouette” makes a powerful 
statement. Up to 8 lines of text 
with 30 characters per line.
800135 • $75.00

F. SILVER SCROLL AWARD

This 6" tall eye-catching resin 
award offers a new and interesting 
way to recognize achievement. Up 
to 5 lines of text with 25 characters 
per line included. Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black.
800139 • $23.00

G. DIAMOND AWARD

This impressive etched award 
makes an unforgettable first 
impression. “Curtains” of marbled 
blue or gold highlight a large 
acrylic diamond. This ¾" thick, 
10" tall award has room for up to 
6 lines of text with 20 characters 
per line. Please specify curtain 
color blue or gold. 
800137 • $63.00

H. ZENITH ETCHED AWARD

This jade acrylic award features 
a wood base, etched ITS icon, 
and lettering. Up to 7 lines of 
text with 25 characters per line 
included. About 9" high
800115 • $52.00 

A. WALNUT 

KENNEDY CLOCK

This solid walnut desk clock 
is just right when you want to 
recognize someone very special. 
This clock displays the ITS icon 
and up to 6 lines of text with 
25 characters per line included. 
4½" × 1¼" × 7½". Specify ITS 
icon color: blue or black.
800122 • $72.00

B. ROSEWOOD PEN 

AND CASE 

A handsome 7" rosewood pen 
case laser engraved with the 
ITS icon and up to 4 lines of 
text with 30 characters per line 
included. Laser engraved ITS 
pen included.
800123 • $40.00

C. ICE CRYSTAL AWARD 

Acrylic award with simulated 
crystal look features color ITS 
icon and face plate. Up to 4 
lines of text with 25 characters 
per line included. 4½" tall.
800102 • $14.00

D. BEVELED 

RECTANGLE AWARD

This substantial acrylic award 
features the ITS icon and includes 
up to 7 lines of text with 25 
characters per line. 

1 1/4" THICK, 

8" TALL X 5¼"  WIDE

800128 • $54.00

1" THICK, 7" TALL X 4½"  WIDE

800150 • $45.00

A.

B.

C.

D.

E. 

 

F.

 

 

G.

H.
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N.

 

 

O.

P.

Q.

 

R.

 

 

 

S.

I. ULTIMATE CLASSIC TROPHY

Your student will never forget receiving this 
trophy. The 11" trophy has a 2" high solid 
marble base and extra large actor figure. It 
features the ITS icon and up to 5 lines of text 
with 25 characters per line. Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black.
800125 • $29.00

J. OSCAR PRESENTER 

ON ROUND BASE

Everyone loves “Oscar.” Priced and sized 
between the Ultimate Classic and Classic 
Trophies, this award boasts a large plate size 
featuring the ITS icon and up to 4 lines of text 
with 25 characters per line included. Specify 
ITS icon color: blue or black.
800131 • OSCAR PRESENTER, 8" 

$17.00

800138 • ULTIMATE OSCAR PRESENTER, 11"  

$21.00

K. METAL PEDESTAL YEAR TROPHY

This impressive trophy features an actor or 
drama masks figure atop a metal column and 
sizable base. A side trim piece features the 
presentation year. Color ITS icon is displayed 
on the column and up to 3 lines of text with 
40 characters per line included on the base 
plate. Specify the year to be displayed: “14” 
or “15.” If no year is specified, “15” will be 
used. Specify ITS icon color: blue or black.
800104A • ACTOR FIGURE, $16.00

800104M • MASKS, $16.00

L. CLASSIC TROPHY

With base plate. An affordable item that  
features the actor or drama masks figure.  
About 7" high. Up to 3 lines of text with 25 
characters per line included. Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black.
800118A • ACTOR FIGURE, $11.00

800118M • MASKS, $11.00

M. CLASSIC PRISM  

PEDESTAL TROPHY

This 11" tall trophy features the actor or 
drama masks figure on a black column and 
base. The plate features the ITS icon and up 
to 3 lines of text with 25 characters per line 
included. Coordinated column color matches 
your choice of blue or black ITS icon color.
800106A • ACTOR FIGURE, $14.00

800106M • MASKS, $14.00

. N. PRISM PEDESTAL 

LAUREL TROPHY

This trophy displays the actor or 
drama masks figure atop a gold 
prism column accompanied by the 
classy laurel display of the ITS icon 
on the side. Up to 3 lines of text with 
30 characters per line included.
11" high
800105A • ACTOR FIGURE, $18.00

800105M • MASKS, $18.00 

O. LAUREL PRISM 

COLUMN TROPHY 

The Laurel Prism Column Trophy 
displays the ITS icon in a laurel 
figure atop a blue column and black 
base. 10" high. Up to 3 lines of text 
with 30 characters per line included. 
800109 • $15.00

P. SHOOTING STAR TROPHY

Let them know they’re a star! This 
attractive trophy features the ITS 
icon and up to 3 lines of text with 30 
characters per line included. 7" tall 
800133 • $11.00

Q. STARBURST TROPHY

Three silver stars with golden 
highlights burst skyward from the 
glossy mahogany-colored base of this 
stunning 7½" trophy. The recipient 
will burst with pride. Up to 3 lines of 
text and 30 characters per line included. 
Specify ITS icon color: blue or black. 
800143 • $20.00

R. STREAMING 

STARS TROPHY

Three brilliant stars stream out of the 
23/8" base of this beautiful 8½" tall 
trophy.  In addition to the ITS icon, the 
plate has room for up to 3 lines of text 
and 25 characters per line. Specify ITS 
icon color: blue or black.
800145 • $26.00 

S. STAR HOLOGRAM TROPHY

Highlighted by holographic panels, 
this fun 6" × 5" trophy features the 
ITS icon and creates the illusion of 
stars shooting across the sky. A great 
trophy for that rising star in your 
theatre program. Up to 3 lines of text 
and 30 characters per line included. 
800140 • $11.00

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

Awards, trophies, and plaques may 

be ordered only by troupe directors 

of active troupes.

PLACE YOUR ORDER ONLINE AT 
schooltheatre.org/trophies 

SEE THE LAYOUT BEFORE YOU BUY!
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T. LARGE STAR  

HOLOGRAM TROPHY

Recognize that “up and coming star” 
with this 7½" × 5" trophy. Lead by a 
colored ITS icon, gold and holographic 
stars reach to the sky. The round base 
includes a larger plate with up to 4 
lines of text and 25 characters per line. 
800141 • $14.00 

U. GOLD FAN TROPHY

The Gold Fan Trophy uniquely 
displays the ITS icon on a solid black 
marble base. 7" high. Up to 3 lines of  
text with 30 characters per line included. 
800117 • $12.00

V. CLASSIC METAL  

PEDESTAL TROPHY

This popular trophy offers the actor 
or drama masks figure atop a metal 
column that features the ITS icon  
in the color of your choice. Up to 3 
lines of text and 30 characters per line 
included. 11" high. Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black.
800101A • ACTOR FIGURE 

$15.00

800101M • MASKS 

$15.00

W. BOARDWALK TROPHY

The Boardwalk Trophy features your  
choice of actor or drama masks figure  
beside a large backdrop displaying  
up to 7 lines of text with 25  
characters per line included. The  
ITS icon is also displayed in the  
color of your choice.Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black. 8" high
800108A • ACTOR FIGURE 

$33.00

800108M • MASKS 

$33.00

X. BOARDWALK/ 

MEDALLION TROPHY

Like the Boardwalk Trophy, this trophy  
features your choice of actor or  
drama masks figure beside a large 
backdrop, with up to 7 lines of text  
with 25 characters per line included.  
As an added touch, the ITS icon is  
presented as an enameled medal.
800120A • ACTOR FIGURE 

$40.00

800120M • MASKS 

$40.00

Y. HANGING  

MEDALLION TROPHY

A unique award that features an 
enameled ITS medallion hanging on 
a “dragon tail.” Up to 4 lines of text 
with 30 characters per line included. 
6" high. 
800103 • $24.00

Z. CLASSIC WREATH TROPHY

This trophy features a classic laurel 
wreath display of the ITS icon in 
color and up to 3 lines of text with 30 
characters per line included. 6" tall.
800119 • $12.00

AA. COMET TROPHY

The ITS icon “comet” streaks ahead 
of its tail of stars across the night sky 
in this 6" × 4" resin trophy. Up to 3 
lines of text and 30 characters per line 
included.  
800142 • $16.00 

BB. ICE STAR TROPHY

Acrylic award with simulated crystal  
look features color ITS icon and  
face plate. Up to 4 lines of wording  
with 25 characters per line included.  
5" tall. 
800134 • $14.00

CC. STARLIGHT TROPHY

This 3-D, solid resin, 9" trophy 
always makes a great first and 
lasting impression. Highlighting the  
ITS icon is a large soaring star. The 
plate fits up to 3 lines of text and 25 
characters per line. 
800147 • $23.00

T.

U.

V.

W.

X.

Y.

Z.

AA.

BB.

CC.

Sublimation, engraving, and 

shipping charges are included with 

all award, trophy, and plaque orders.
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DD. PLAQUE WITH 

BRASS PLATE

Available in a variety of sizes, these 
full plate plaques prominently display 
the ITS icon and offer plenty of space 
for wording. Up to 7 lines of text 
and 25 characters per line included. 
Please specify ITS icon color: blue 
or black.
MODEL 5" × 7", 800507 • $18.00

MODEL 6" × 8", 800608 • $26.00

MODEL 7" × 9", 800709 • $32.00

MODEL 8" × 10", 800810 • $39.00

MODEL 9" × 12", 800912 • $52.00

EE. PLAQUE WITH 

ITS MEDALLION

This 6" × 8" plaque features an 
enameled ITS medallion. Plenty 
of space for wording with up to 7 
lines of text and 25 characters per 
line included. 
800116 • $28.00

FF. & GG. PHOTO PLAQUE 

This 9" × 12" plaque offers a gold 
trimmed photo holder that will let 
you insert and display a 5" × 7" 
photo. Face plate includes ITS icon 
and up to 7 lines of text with 25 
characters per line included. Specify 
ITS icon color: blue or black.
X. VERTICAL (9" × 12") 

800112V • $40.00

Y. HORIZONTAL (12" × 9") 

800112H • $40.00 

HH. BLACK PIANO 

FINISH PLAQUE

This striking plaque features a high 
gloss premium plaque board with 
black plate displaying the ITS icon 
engraved in silver or gold with 
matching border colors. Up to 8 
lines of text with 30 characters per 
line included. 8" × 10" plaque. Please 
specify silver or gold engraving. If 
no color is specified, you will 
receive gold.
800132 • $86.00 

DD.

EE.

FF.

GG.

HH.

II. PERPETUAL PLAQUE 

This 11½" × 13" plaque features 
the ITS icon on a header plate 
with up to 4 lines of text with 30 
characters per line included. It 
comes with 12 gold spaces for 
name plates. Each black name 
plate (sold separately as item 
800111) is engraved and sent 
with adhesive tape on the back 
that will allow you to add the 
recipient’s names to the plaque 
year after year. Specify ITS icon 
color: blue or black.
800110 • $85.00

JJ. PERPETUAL PLAQUE 

NAME PLATES

Black plates for perpetual plaque 
item 800110 (sold separately) are 
engraved with gold lettering. Each 
name plate comes with up to 3 
lines of text with 20 characters per 
line included. Plates are shipped 
unattached with adhesive backings 
to allow for individual presentations 
if desired, before mounting them 
to a perpetual plaque.
800111 • $7.00/PLATE

KK. & LL. PREMIUM 

PHOTO PLAQUE

Thanks to “Ultra-color” technology 
this stunning 9" × 12"  plaque 
grabs everyone’s attention.  The 
brilliant colors leap off the plaque 
surface and shout “Hey! Look 
at this!” Anyone who receives 
this plaque will be thrilled. 
Includes a 5" × 7" photo holder 
and room for up to 7 lines of 
text and 25 characters per line.
KK. VERTICAL (9" × 12") 

800144V • $54.00

LL. HORIZONTAL (12" × 9") 

800144H • $54.00

MM. PREMIUM 

FULL-COLOR PLAQUE

Using “Ultra-color” technology, 
this 9" × 12" plaque has a new 
and exciting look that wows 
everyone. Crisp sharp lines and 
striking colors create a unique 
and impressive plaque that’s a 
sure winner. With lots of room 
for text there’s no limit to what 
you can do with this plaque. Who 
wouldn’t love to be recognized 
with one of these? You would, 
wouldn’t you? Up to 7 lines of text 
with 25 characters per line.
800146 • $46.00

II.

JJ.

KK.

LL.

MM.

T

g

K.

L

MM.

Awards, trophies, and plaques may be ordered only by troupe 

directors of active troupes.



CREDENTIALS REPLACEMENT
To order replacements for lost or damaged inductee 
membership cards or certificates of induction for Thespians 
or Junior Thespians, go to schooltheatre.org/troupedocs
and download a credentials replacement order form.

WHAT? NO ORDER FORM?
SUBMIT ALL ORDERS ONLINE AT SCHOOLTHEATRE.ORG/STORE

That’s right! No more paper order forms. Even when using a school purchase order or paying by check, enter your new honors, 
spirit, and resource orders online at schooltheatre.org/store. To place an order, log in and click on the store link in the top 
navigation bar. You can even induct students on the same invoice! See below for trophy ordering details.

Only troupe directors of active troupes may order “troupe only” items. Junior Thespian honors items are restricted to Junior 
Troupe Directors and Thespian and graduation honors items only to Troupe Directors.

Thespian pins, honor bars, medallions, and other honors items may only be awarded to students who have already paid 
their ITS induction fee. They will not be sold to troupes that do not induct students into the International Thespian Society.

Trophy Orders: All award, trophy, and plaque orders must be made through the online ITS trophy store at  
schooltheatre.org/trophies. Create an account for your troupe to place your first order. You may use the same log in  
information used for the EdTA website. Award, trophy, and plaque orders may not be combined with other orders.

Important: Some items require you to choose an icon color, blue or black. If no color is selected you will receive blue.

Payment, shipping and delivery: If submitting a purchase order or check, your order will be completed once the PO or check 
is received and processed by the home office. Please review payment, shipping, and delivery instructions online before placing 
your order for complete details.

We will make every effort to meet your requested delivery date. Providing a date does not guarantee delivery by that date. 
Full details are online.

Rush service: Rush service is available for a fee of $45.00 for online inductions and orders. When inductions are processed with 
EdTA store purchases in the same “rush” transaction you will be charged only one rush fee. Separate transactions will require 
separate rush service fees.  Trophy orders may not be combined with any other orders.


